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Public meeting set to
review TV contract
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portunity to review :ifld ask titlesWM5 about the proposell. new
Murray cable teleVt,i1011 elintrait
at a public meeting set for:p in
Monday in the (*it), Council
chambers at City ItillThe ineeting4has been called
Jim Garilson. chairman of the
seven-member Nturra% t'atile% i•
• sion Commission, which for the
past eight month's has breti
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CHEERS — One of these three Murray High varsity cheerleaders
will be crowned Basketball Homecoming Queen at Saturday between

the junior varsity and varsity games against Ballard Memorial. Candklates are (from left) Robbie Houston, senior, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Hal Houston; Jill Morris, senior, daughter of Mrs. Wanda
Miles; and Wage Rushing, junior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy

Rushing. Last year's queen was Leslie Hopkins. The FHA-sporupored
Homecoming dance will follow the game where Kr. FHA will be
crowned. During halftime of the varsity game, senior members of
the Tiger pep band will be recognized.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Congress plans Social Security bill draft
1:e
. said some organizations opWASHINGTON iAP) — The ...*400td
parts of the rescue plan
head of the House subcommittee
on Social Security says it is nearly drafted by the National Commisready to begin drafting legislation sion on Social Security.
and that he is pleased "no major
"But no one has said, 'Don't
national organization and no ma- pass a bill unless our needs are
jor national figure" has opposed
met," he said.
the reform package proposed by a
Pickle said the panel would
special commission.
begin drafting legislation next
Rep. J.J. Pickle, D-Texas,
week.
chairman of the House Ways and
Some witnesses have warned
Means- Committee's subcommittee on Social Security, made that calculations of the Social
the comment after ending seven Security system's debts, on which
days of hearings Wednesday in the reform package is based:
which more than 120 witnesses
testified.

underestimate the long-range
deficit

tlI1lon"superfund" program
In other congressional htLitItieVI:
A House subcommittee approvThe Secret Service told the
ed $5.33 billion in supplemental House Judiciary subeommittee on
appropriations to replenish the civil and constitutional rights it
federal fund for extended jobless needs to put about 125 names of
benefits.
potentially dangerous Ix-Aside into
A subcommittee of the House a Justice Department computer Energy and Commerce Commit- because the agency wants to deal
tee expanded its investigation of with them before they act against
the Environmental Protection a president
Agency's handling of a toxic waste
"What we are trying to do is in •
cleanup program. Its chairman,
tercept these people before we en.Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich.,said it
counter them out in society," said
would subpeona 25 workers. The
Jerry S. Parr,the Secret Service's
panel wants to question them
about passible 'Manipulation for assistant director for protective
political purposes of the 81 6 'service.

European studies available to students
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
A summer abroad.
The allure of that phrase has
had a special appeal for college
students seeking to enlarge their
vision of the world. For eight
years, the Kentucky Institute for
European Studies has been accommodating such students, and
this summer will be no exception.
About 100 students, perhaps a
third of them from Murray State,
lite expected to participate in this
year's KIES study programs in
Austria, France and Spain. KIES,
based at ?MU and including
Western and Eastern Kentucky
Universities, offers a variety of
college -credit courses in
language, art, literature and other
subjects. That's only part of the
KIES experience, though: independent travel and day-to-day
. dealings with European culture
provide students with a deeper appreciation of the countries In
which they study.
Milton Grimes, who began the
program with a small group of his
foreign language students in 1117S,
sees that leeway for individual experience as the distinctive feature
of KIES.
"Many programs have as their
philosophy, 'An adult human being is incapable of learning
something on his own,— Grimes
said. "They're afraid of the word
'tourism.' We try to provide a
balance of course wort and guided
tours, and total independence."
Grimes directs KIES from his
Vacuity Hall office and has seen
participation in it grow -yearly
'from seven students to -II bit
summer. Two. pose.,j0sr„bp
begin ulnae
Goma.)
langua
inno us
tadeal
ele
gata,pro
fessor
war
of her Friuli dadenli boos a
program In rf8•08. Tee
Wit began the program Is
mud doe Ye Italy is sew being pursued.
English professor David

Earnest will be teaching a
literature course in Madrid this
summer, and Dean of Humanistic
Studies Kenneth Harrell will be
accompanying the Austrian con-

theaters. Students in Spain will be
covered for lodging and meals,
and weekend excursion transportation, in addition to air fare, tuition and ID card.

tingent. In addition, Murray High
School foreign languages teacher
Debbie Burgess will be taking a
group of graduating seniors on the
program.
KIES isn't the only foreign summer study program offered
through MSU; as a new member
of the Cooperative Center for
Study in Britain, the university is
also providing students the opportunity to study in Britain,this
summer(me related story).
About 30 persons have already
signed up for this year's KIES offerings; the application deadline
is March 21. Not only MSU
students but community residents
are encouraged to participate.
Persons from other parts of the
country take part in the program
each year, as well as Kentucky
students.
The Austria and France programs are tentatively scheduled
for May 2S-July 22, and include six
weeks of classes and two weeks of
Independent travel. Students may
earn three to nine credits in each
program. The program in Spain is
tentatively set for June 30-July 30.
In Spain students will stay in a
dormitory at the University of
Madrid, while those in Austria and
France will stay in private homes
and guest houses, respectively.
KIES makes all the arrangements
for accommodation and travel
Itself, which is why the program is
"far and sway the least expensive" of any college foreign study
program.Grimesaava.,,,,,,wie
.
21.040 for
AustrilFraace and
the first two
SiAll
that cosier, air tore; a two-month
Eurall pus providing unlimited
travel in western Europe; lodging
and most meals; in-state tuition:
and an ID card good for reduced
admission to museums ant

About half the students typically'
receive financial aid such as
guaranteed student loans, Grimes
says.
"We've made it cheap enough so
the middle-income student can

borrow that money and not feel
he's going in the hole for the rest
of his Life"
Gnmes appreciates the strong
support the MSU administration
has given KIES through the years
The university turns over all the
tuition to KIES to run the program
on, and provides services so additional administrative fees arenI
f Continued On Page 2

Semester and year-long
studies offered in Britain
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Britain has been added to the list of countries abroad to which MSU
faculty and students, and other area residents, may travel for summer study.
The university is now a member of the Cooperative Center for
Study in Britain, a consortium of Kentucky schools comprising

Eastern. Western, Northern, and Morehead as well as MSU Tracy
Harrington. director of the MSU Canter for International Programs,
wetted with officials of WKU(which had an existing British studies
program )to establish CCSB last year.
The purpose of setting up the program was to offer opportunities to
faculty and students to teach and study in a foreign but Englishspeaking culture, Harrington said.
"There was no program to which they had direct access 'in Britain," Harrington explained. Further, the program's potential is increased by its multiple membership: "When you can draw on a pool
of students and faculty from five inetitutions, you can do so much
more than operating from one institution."
This summer the program will offer a total of 36 courses, both
undergraduate and graduate, in two sessions. Students may earn up
to six hours'credit in either session.
The settings are as varied as the courses, ranging from residency
with families and on-site study in places like Bristol and Shrewsbury,
to lectures in the halls of the University of London's Queen Elizabeth
College.
At least three MSU faculty will be teaching courses for the program: Charlotte &ashen (history), Ron Cella (English) and
Rallarnalla Bogal-Allbritten (social work). Harrington has been
named on-site director of the second term.
It is *ear thprinnenten 70 and 10 etiffenor ilirtnroll for the program, and response so far has been good, according to Harrington.
Abuts% arlioton 148U students are sarsouityinterpsted. he Saki:
Though the consortium is emphssising short-term programs during its initial stage, semester and year-long programs at British
universities are being planned. Assaraing this year's prograM is
well, semester and year-tong programs are planned for the fall of
11164, Harrington said
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Greg Higdon announces his
candidacy for re-election
4 ;fro.: Higdon
senator froill the first
district. announCed his caridolac%
for re-election in the May primary
during a press conference this
morning in Mayfield Cits Hall
In a prepared statement he read
before a good turnout of supporters. Htgtltni stressed bus goals
for the upcoming campaign
Westvrti kentuck.y is on the
move , Our progressive attitude
and fine people can form a strong
image for the area,'' 11w May field
businessman said "I want to tw
part of the growth of Kentucky 's
future Our past accomplishments
serve as a basis in which to move

MAYFIELD

state

•
forward '
As vice chairman-of-the senate's
agriculture and natural resources
committee. Higdon said needs of
fanners and agn-businessmen
are among his top concerns Ile
also is interested in railroads.

rain

- --Today a 60 percent chance of

light rain with highs in the low .
to mid 40s Light east winds
Tonight and Friday an 80 percent chance of rain possibly
becoming mixed with snow
Lows in the low to mid 30s
Highs Enday in the mid to up-per 30s light northeast wintts
tonight and Friday.
LAKE LEVFIS
354 1
lake Barkley
354 2
Kentucky Lake
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. Greg Higdon
area businesses. needs 1,1 semi.:
citizens, and hopes •to • make
e-rtur -ation %umber I prima-11y in
the stab"! also am looking forward to
the challenges in econotriir s.
teCtatelingY and federal cutbacks
in the legislature he aitited

Community theatre
plans Valentine show
The Murray-('alloway, Count)
Community Theatre presents its
annual'Valentine's Da -,flow on
Sunday. Feb 13 The show.
"Valentine's (Just , Dessert
Theatre- will begin at 8 in the
Ballroom of Murray- State's
University Center
The siiikle showing of this
dessert OW
-Mire will feature_ the
former producer-director of the
Theatre,'Richard Valentine, as
Master of ceremonies.
The show will feature a variety
of entertainment centering on the
many faces of love. "Musical
solos, duets, dancing and an enticing revue will bring tears to your
eyes, a lump to your throat and a
tap to your shoe," notea Bill
Philips, president of the Com-

munity Theatre
Admission is 85 per person, of
*hien .$4 'may be deducted-a.a-received their home delivered
donation. Reservations may be
tapy tr: Taw Morey taper & Times
miick-at dietioor Or twiltting the
by 5 30 p m Monda Friday or' Theatre's number 759-1732. '
by 3 X)p m Saturdays ore urged
Everyone is urged to come and
to coil 75341116 between 1:34
experience this mawsl evening,
p.m. /ad 6 p.s., Meade,*resit hiespecially all those having any
der, or 3:311 a... sad 4 p.oi. Sew previous corn with the
theatre.
d444-
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Cooper named to earthquake task force
FRANKFORT — Benny Cooper
assistant professor. Department
of Health. Safety and Engineering
at Murray State University has
been appointed to the Governor's
Task Force on Earthquake
Hazards and Safety

Public safety head
reports incidents
A spokesman for the Murray
State University Public Safety
Department reports that they
have no suspects in connection
with an on-campus incident
Wednesday night involving the explosion' of a "cardboard canister
firework "
Joe Green,. director of public
safety at the unWersity, says the
incident occurred at 9:15 p rn. Apparently, he reports, someone ignited the devise and threw it from
the sixth floor fire escape of the
Fine-Arts Building.
The •'firework" landed and exploded on the east/ side of the
building, in what oi know as the
quadrangle
Green says officers in the area
heard the explosion but were
unable to track down a suspect.
Another on-campus incident
Wednesday' apparently involved a
fight between two university
students. in the same vicinity bf
the explosion
(1reen reports the fight occurred
in the mall area near the Fine Arts
Building at 9 30 p m Security offi4.ers advised the students to contact the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department if either wished to
swear a warrant against the
other.
'Fbe public safety director would
not comment if the two incidents
were related

The task force has established
wafting groups to study Kentucky's vulnerability to earthquake hazards during an
organizational meeting in
Frankfort on-Jan. X and 27.
The 16-member task force wtU
prepare a report and recommendations to be presented June 30 to
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
"Basically, the intent of the task
force is to determine the level of
vulnerability and what level of
responsibility will be appropriated to that level of risk,"
Corrine, Whitehead, Benton,
chairperson for the task force.

Undercover probe
leads to arrests
A two-week undercover investigation by . Kentucky State
Police Narcotics Division led to
the arrest of two persons
On Feb 7, state police charged
Richard Harold Kester. 26. a Murray State University student, with
trafficking manpiana over eight
ounces, a (lass D felony, a KSP
spokesman said Authorities seized one pound from Kester.
Kester's arrest led KM to issue
a search warrant for the-residence
of Steven Troy Englehardt. 742
Fairview; Lone Oak Authorities
seized seven pounds of marijuana
from Englehardt. the spokesman
said Englehardt was charged
with trafficking marijuana over
five pounds. a (lass(*felony
Street value of the confiscated
marijuana totalled 15.000
Kester was lodged in the
Calloway County Jail while
Englehardt was placed in the McCracken County Jail
iriective Joe Column conducted
the investigation

SAVE - SAVE - SAVE- SAVE

SAVE

Kiefer, &mutant director. Kensaid.
The group has defined six major tucky Geological Survey, Lexareas to address in its study: ington; Carl Smoak. deputy commissioner. Department of Houshazard analysis and vulnerability
assessment; emeriency planning ing, Buildings and Construction.
and continuity of government; Public Protection-and Regulation
public awareness and education; Cabinet, Franidort;
Charles Woods, general
facilities design; business and industry; and lifelines; i.e.. utilities. manager. B.F. Goodrich, Inc.,
water lines, hospitals and am- Calvert City: John Smith. district
manager, Tennessee Valley
•
bulance services.
Authority. Hopkirurville ; James
Members of the task force
represent local and state govern- E Beech. manager of pipeline
ments, emergency organizations. technology. Gas Transmission
geological and seismological Division, Texas Gas Transmission
science, engineering and ar- Corporation Owensboro; Bob
chlteture, housing and construc- Day, executive vice president,
tion, transportation, business. In- Walker Towing Company.
Paducah; David Vargo, director
dustry, utilities and the public.
The Governor's Task Force on of disaster services. American
National Red Cross, Kentucky
Earthquake Hazards and Safety
consists of Corrine Whitehead, Divisison, Louisville; and Jerry
Mansfield, area three coorchairperson. Land Use Committee, Kentucky League of Women dinator. Disaster and Emergency
Voters, Benton. James Everett, Services. Owensboro.
Fulton County Judge-Executive,
Hickman; Mayor Charlotte
Baldwin, Madisonville; Charles
Berger, State Senator-Harlan,
(Continued From Page 1
Pineville;
Buddy Smith, coordinator, Of- required. That kind of cooperation
fice of Dtsister and Emergency' is not always the case. Grimes
Services, Paducah; Michael says: "A great many universities
Cassoro, Department of Civil make money on their internaEngineering, University of tional programs."
Familiarity with a foreign
Dr. John
Louisville. .Louisville;
.
. _.
language is not required to participate in KIES. But students are
strongly encouraged to take a
language course, and many do-in
fact sign up for one once they ar(Continued From Page I) rive in the country and find it
•
plastic, making the card more
would - be helpful to know the
durable and practical. The cards rudiments of the native tongue.
are the same size as standard
KIES began as a vehicle for
bank and retail credit cards.
teaching advanced conversation
Any Bell customer Who has not in foreign languages, and that rereceived a Calling Card through
mains a strong component. There
the mail and desires AD take ad"no c-ompariaon"- between- the
vantage of this service, should call rate at which students pick up the
Bell's business office to apply. The language in an MSU classroom,
number is in the phone book.
and the rate at which they learn in
the KIES program, 1rimes says.
Students mastery of the
vocabulary is two to three times
greater than it would be in a
classroom,Though the correctness
of their speech is not necessarily
as good "because they have to say
what they can any way they can
get it out," Grimes adds.
On -site location greatly
enhances the teaching of such subjects as art and history, Grimes
points out, and the students' personal experiences as they make
their way through a foreign
culture are instuctiVe in
themselves. There is plenty of opportunity for the latter on threeday weekends and in the two-week
travel period. .Faculty members
encourage students to accompany
them on weekend excursions, and
an effort is made to keep students
from feeling lost. Grimes said.
While students traveling inMon, Feb. 14
dependently may not necessarily
see all the "headline" tourist attractions, they learn a great deal
about the culture first-hand, in
Grimes' view.
"I don't care if a student goes to
Paris and doesn't see the Mona

Calling card...
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KSP easing highway patrols
By BILL BERGSTROM
Aseaciated Prom Writer
With incidents of violence connected to the truckers strike
tapering off, Kentucky state
police are easing their patrols of
the state's highways, U. John [Ale
said today.
"We're suspending helicopter
flights." he said. "They will be on
standby if needed."
On Monday, Gov, John Y.
Brown Jr ordered three Kentucky
National Guard helicopters into
the air to help state,police patrol
the state's interstate and primary
highways. The air patrols were
suspended, [Ale said. because
"the truck volume is up out on the
highways and the incidents are
getting fewer and fewer."
State police received just two
reports of violence overnight
Wednesday, but they think one
may have taken place in Indiana.
Lile said a trucker reported hearing shots about-8:30 p.m. Wednes-

day while driving along US. OS
between New Albany, Ind., and
Hancock County, Ky. Lile said
police had been unable to determine in which state the incident
might have occurred.
The second shooting took place
about 1 a.m. along Interstate 71
about eight ,miles north of
Georgetown, Scott County, he
said. "A trucker said he heard a
loud bang (near mile marker 132).
When he stopped at the Dry Ridge
exit he found one bullet hole on the
right side of his trailer."
The number of trucks traveling
Kentucky highways on Wednesday was marklidly higher than
any previous day of the strike,
which began Jan.31.
Some food distributors said
Wednesday that deliveries were
near normal, and a truck stop
manager said pickets who cut
down on business during the first
week of the independent drivers'
strike were gone.

Lisa. If the student knows some of
the streets, and has seen where
the people live and how they get
around, that's more important to
me than seeing a painting hanging
In a museum."
The academic and individual
.experiences, then, are equally important in the KIES summer
abroad.
"I think that 20 years down the
road when • someone asks them
( the students) about their summer in Europe, they will

remember those personal experiences more than what they
learned in Dr. Grimes' introductory German class." Grimes said.
"However,the academic side prbvides a baiie that gives deeper
meaning to that other side,. It
separates it from lust being a
tour. I don't think you can do one
without the other."
Persons interested in the KIES
program should call Grimes(7624526 , Keeslar (762-4528) or
Earnest 1762-4715).

(Continued From Page 1)
The CCSB's first summer term will run from the last week in May
throughthe-first week-in Atty. Five programs are offered in architecture and decorative arts, health and science, comparative education,
historical and visual persPective, and the humanistic tradition.
Students will reside with English and Scottish families at selected
sites, and make extensive excursions and visits related to course content. British professors will give guest lectures.
Costs range from $1,770 to $1,865, depending on the program. That
covers most expenses except local bus and subway fares. Students
will receive an Open to View pass providing admission to,more than
500 historic and cultural sites.
Application deadline for the first term is April 1; late applications
will be taken until May 1.
The second term runs from July 3 through Aug.6, and will be based
at Queen Elizabeth College. The school is located on Kensington High
Street, an attractive section of London near well-known museums,
and lovely parks such as Kensington Gardens.
Twenty courses will be offered in areas such as business administration, economics. English, government, history, social work
and theater. Courses will be taught by Kentucky faculty, with special
lectures by British professors.
Cost is $1,7$0, which includes a Britrail Pass for unlimited travel in
Britain for 21 days; an excursion allowance; an Open to View pass;
and residency and meals at the college.
Dealine for the second term is April 15, with late applications until
May 15.
A first payment of $800 to cover costs of airline tickets is due on the
application dates of April 1 for the first term and April 15 for the second. The balance of the cost is due one month later in both cases. An
application fee of $50 is required.
Persons who make their first payment before about March 10 will
receive a $50 rebate on their flight payment, added Harrington.
Financial aid normally available to any student also applies to the
CCSB program.
Students may participate in either term or in both. Persons interested in going on the CCSB program this summer should call Harrington at 762-4411,or Cella at 762-4534.
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Rule may drive away
youths seeking help
Secretary Richard Shweiker was heading out the
door at the Department of Health and Human Services when he issued a directive bound to involve
his office in controversy. He proposed a rule that
clinics receiving federal funds notify the parents of
teen-age girls who receive prescriptions for birth
control pills or devices
The Planned Parenthood Federation is going to •
court to challenge either the rule or the 1961 congressional act on which it is based. The rule would
apply to some 4.000 clinics around the country,
many of them operated by Planned Parenthood.
Schweiker's rule strikes us as a mistake. Clinics
should not be put in the position of "squealing" on
sexually active youngsters who want help to avoid
pregnancy. But the rule may only reflect the larger
mistake of assuming that it is a federal obligaUdn to
provide birth control services to minors.
Congress tried to square itself by providing in
1981 that federal funds be provided to birth control
clinics only on terms that encourage parental participation in serving clients under the age of 18. It is that condition which Schweiker's rule attempts
-16satisfy.
As critics point out, the rule may drive away
many of the youngsters who need help. There is one
compromise that might satisfy Congress without .
undercutting the value of the clinics- altogether.
Young clients would be provided ample information
about birth control and urged to level with their
parents about their need to practice it. But the
clinics would provide birth control pills or devices
only to minor clients who submit an approval form
signed by a parent or guardian.
That's much less than what Planned Parenthood
wants. but Congress may have to rewrite the law to
give federally funded clinics the complete
confidentiality rule they seek.

looking back
Ten years ago
Don Keller has been named general chairman for
Boy Scouts of America 1973 Fund Campaign in
Calloway County, according to Ed Chrisman, last
year's fund drive chairman.
Deaths reported include Robert Thomas Puckett.
73, and Wirt Henry Horning,77.
Harold Hurt, president of Murray Rotary Club, is
pictured presenting a check for $400 from the club
.to Verona Grogan for use with Senior Citizens' Pro- gram in Murray area.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Andrus, Feb. 9, a boy to"Mr. and Mrs. Paul E.
Woods and a .girl to Mr. and Mrs. Homer Ahart,
Feb: 6, a girl to -Mr. and Mrs. Louis Edward
McLeod, Feb. 7, and a girl to Steve and Carolyn
Sexton:-Feb. S.
New officers of Murray Bass Club are Dub Polly,
Bill Price, Fred Herndon and A.B. Crass.
Twenty yearaago
Marine PFC Thomas 0. Young, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Truman 0. Young, is serving at Marine Corps
Recruit Depot,San Diego, Calif.
Deaths reported include Earl McCuiston, Samuel
T. Hancock,86, and A.D. I Dumas I Stark,69, the latter from injuries in a traffic accident on Feb.8.
A special feature story about Dr. J.V. Stark of
Kirkaey is published. It was written by LaJeanna
Paschall and Nona Baziell for the Kirksey School
newspaper.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. David Tapp, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller and twin girls to Mr.
and Mrs. Hubert Tucker.
Alin° beat Hazel for the championship of the
Calloway County-Grade School Basketball Tournament. High team scorers were PhiWp Morris for
Almo and Stan Key for Hazel.
Thirty years ago
Deaths reported include Thomas Eliot Terhune,
3, Mrs. Alice Harrison, M. James Ronald Outland,
14, and F.E. Haney.
Terry Grant, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Grant of
Murray, is a student at the University of Kentucky
School of Pharmacy at Lexington.
Calloway County Homemakers have returned
home after attending Farm and Home Conference
at Lexington. They were Mrs. G.B. Jones, Mrs.
Charlie Crawford, Mrs. Ina Nesbitt, Mrs. Dennis
Boyd, Mrs. Crawford Armstrong, Mrs. E.C. Jones,
Urn Henry Dumas, Mrs. Clifton Barrett, club
members, and Miss Rachel Rowland, county home
demonstration agent.
Jerry Graham was honored at a party on Feb.5 in
celebration of his 18th birthday by his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ryan Graham.
"Operation Secret" starring Cornet Wilde, Karl
Malden and Steve Cochran is showing at the Varsity
Theatre.
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Year-old hams are the best for eating
says this 80-year-old hog killing veteran
Virtually every part of the carcass
was either eaten shortly afterwards.
put up or used some way the liver,
heart, the "lights." the feet and even
the tails.
The brains, which were eaten
within a few days, were great with
eggs and hot biscuits at breakfast.
and the meat was carefully picked
from the heads,and squeezed into a
loaf-like delicacy known as -sousemeat." It made great sandwiches
The triMmed off fat was put into
big black pots over open fires and
cooked 'and- stirred into lard, while
the.mtestines were turned inside out.
thosir.oughly washed:cut into small
pieces and fried as "ehittlings
A lot of people dearly love "chatlings.""Chaffing.suppers- have long• been popular on the farms." but I
could never get far enough beyond
the odor to even try them. --Harvey Parker and Holly- Mccallon.were masters at cutting up the
carcasses, and it was they who
skillfully and swiftly performed this
chore at many of Jodie's hog killings
• • •

The meat. Jodie went on, next was
rubbed with salt and ''let lay"for the

rest of the day and through the night
to cool out completely before being
salted down.
The next morning, it was carefully
placed in layers
with great care
taken so that no two pieces touched in a big, stained, time-worn box in'the
smokehouse, hams in one place,
shoulders in another, bacon sides in
another,etc.
A layer of Pomeroy,'Ohio, River

This is the third and final col- win Mr Garrott has written
about a typica.1 and traditional
hog killing on the 92-aere Poor
Farm tioad farm of 8U-.1 ear-old
Jodie t'ochran as he`experienced theni for inan.s ears
Salt, a popular wet curing salt. was
spread bet w ern each layer of meat
Jothesay s he would go to Paducah
to buy this particular salt. which had
been brought down the Ohio River 011
barges from Pomeroy, Ohio, and he
bought it by: the barrel Once the box
was filled. the meat was covered with
a final layer of salt and the lid tightly

_

closed.
Three. or Jour weeks later, the box

would be reopened and each piece of
-meat-remove(t. brushed clean of salt.
a piece of wire mserterl-and it hung
up in Jodie's totistly -darkened
--smokehouse
"You don't have to worry about
skippers getting into your meat if
your- house is light-proof." he said
"They won't go Into a place like
that." "Skiopers," hw explained. are
small insects which get into meat,
lay eggs and (-an ruin it
• • •
Therein the smokehouse the meat
would hauunti:Isweal:Auralays_
or so with Jodie periodically going in
to dry it off- Then- it was spraved
while still hanging with a "condensed
smoke- to give it a smokehouse
•
aroma.
Jodie preferred the condensesF
smoke treatment over smoke from

an actual fire, primarily to reduce
the danger of losing his meat, as well
as his smokehouse. in a fire lie
alway s bought this from Laverne
Wallis at the old Wallis Grocer% in
East Main Street where Carter
Studio is today
- We have a country ham. whis-h
Cathry 0 won a year :Wu in a loss al
store promot)))))al giveaway , and it
has been sweating and aging in- a
local smokehouse for 5411114. Ii 111.4101N
1111W
I have been doing almost as
much "sweating." %sorry mg about
how we were going to boil it. cook it
or do whatever you do to one of them
so we VI 0(1141 Veit It
ruing this, jodli; proceeded to
give me a lesson in how to get a

wilt ,...k telt:

I .1110% I'

before putting the

thl'is

h.1111

•11

'

MO It Is slIt'4,41

atmiut sine-eighth .ins h this k and
packaged for the ft ee..er to IN:
henever desired
fried 4...keit
with vegetables or Just
%11 ichrs
If it has try,'
properh . there really is no Herd
cook it." It said
Itut if you do don't tf %
hard,- tie cautioned. Lea%
little
1-1111 44 fat k 'II it. Set
011t
tirat Oil
MC11141111 low
under %our skillet amid
when %our meat begins to surly thin
It over
kli1 thr 5.1111,- thimui '%%,*
:t
begins to sufile. the CI`COIllt turns
UP if is read% foi the plate
• • •
try ham ready for as intended use -13-14kIng
the 1..-.1 on it plate alongside a couple of fried
ineat tie e%
gist fr011l One h.q.., Mpg'
-eggs-, some'hot hisi-uits and some
fr,an a 1411 pound Duros sow that hot
I
•-grrts
frotfr -.the silst• Willie- ri- szite:
In my 01)1411011, no ham is fit to
Farm Just this side of Ma% field St,
eat." he said. solemniv, --unless it
was .1 ear
Mid had fly% uf ti.1,1 .111%
has sweated through a summer It
tk'111%; t1.1f1411
1% hefti.
pigs
has got to have age on it to be really .1k 1lIght, hog: f1 ,111.1 1%1%11
.[oda%
good Year-old hams make the best
top hog to redet
III
eating, lw said. noting that he once
...1111t%
'kept one five years ''hut th.41 a as tsh,
TFIrf t' It as
lot “I"
lia•ai Ill
Ising,•• he said It was dried Old 111.1 that old girl. he
that the
too hard to eat by then ''
two hams weighed A'arisi 56 pounds
I don't !wheys: I e'%1•1 II.4.1 all% HO lel
• • •
ine:st. tthough
To_gctio_counio-laulA call,v_for the
(11..
Thai it eti /nos Ii u
table-hwhe for. ears has taken his to
as at hog killing time in Ca Ilss%% a% in
Renner. Wisehart at the tlibson %ears past
cording to a kinsi gen
I Awker place on South Aril Street
tle soul who was there
There the skin
or -rind'• and the
"s:ovi to get in', %oar old ham s Id up
.. hock areremoved. but iih4ait kilt-au
and ski esi like he said bes ause it •
.
inch of fat left
not ever', .1.1% that I tia% s• -the op:Then, using a spes'ial knife, Rer- poi-hunt% I.. c.st that iaVtiptl

EGAD' wmr5 A NICE
PRIcE-fixER LIKE YOt.) DOING
1,1 A PLACE LIKE. -NIS?

111114

letter to the editor
QV?
To [he fidit..t.
Mi Pears e. the
about your article 5011
at l:ottn
ty thil`
Ve:IfIt441 -11, 1% rite. .1T111 1,11
- you what a poor reporter you really'
are. You wrote about Murra% hut
%allt pa tures- 41,el •• .4 smati rodsans
around Murray Whs
oil •11,.%%
Ainualoup

WELCOME BACK HOME,

Saki' 5A's''

YOUR.fAIRT

. the htiNaw+h ,it

kept shiest,
the Lit ge expanding shoppmg enter and oil 1411 that hal
OW1 iii the p..-.t
years to make 711in a% a will know n
town anyone would lie pT sod
Nulty
You see. I was bort: .1.01 tal.•-s:
Murray I moved from thei c about .41
years ago. but toy mon1 and ielatiy4 •
still Itve there and I go home evil%
sharp I get ..v1:‘ son is

.0111

lean.

Stat4' IfI ttis
‘1I Ir

LIM

I .1111
444.4_

lia of -toes
when you %mots' that artis Ie. but •% oil

InItIle

VIM Stri)prd Oft -a

stelp,14 I afl III% lit-art

Anne Evans lint, kiui.iii
1-44 State st Louis% illy

open forum
FRANKFORT
State Revenue
Secretary Ron Geary released an
analysis of the structural weaknesses
of the state's individual income tax
system. Compared to other states.
Kentucky individual Income taxes

In order to nutke an "apples to apples" comparison among state tax
systems which have different deductions. exemptions and rate structures. the ACIR based its study on
families with the same amount of
federal adjusted gross income It
calculated the amount of stale laconic tax that'families with identical
incomes would pay under each
state's income tax system to arrive
at the "effective tax rate"- for emelt

fell heavily on lower income workers
with families and lightly on higher income persons, Geary said.
While several other states have
reformed their tax systems in recent
years to remove such inequities,
Kentucky has failed to eliminte the
state
effects of inflation and an antiquated
In terms of the portion of total
tax rate structure on its lower and
revenue generated by the personal
middle income workers, he said. „
Income tax, Kentucky is roughly
Geary highlighted comparisons of
typical. It receives 25 percent of its
Kentucky's income tax with that of
total state tax revenue from the perother dates. His comments were bassonal income tax. The average
ed on a study of effective tax rates in
amount of revenue generated by all
the 41 dates with personal income
states through the income tax is
taxes in 1980 by the Advisory Council
about 27 percent °tidal state tax colfor Intergovernmental Relations, a
lections.
national study group of federal, state
When compared to its Southeastern
and local governmental officials.
U.S. neighbors. Kentucky taxes
Studies by other tax experts also
modest income workers heevily
have shown that Kentucky has a
In general, Kentucky taxes all
regressive tax system which
families with incomes under $25,000
penalises citizens with modest inmore heavily than many other states
do, while taxing higher income
comes.
For example. Geary said. the
families more lightly than other
Mates do.
ACIR study showed that a married
Kentuckian with two children and
In fact. Kentuckians with a $10,000
810,000 in faders' adjusted gross inincome paid a higher effective rate
come paid the highest effective tax
thin did taxpayers with a $30,000 inrate in the country.
come in ft other states.
By canine. Kentuckians_ with
Effective tax rates for a Kentucky
$UMPS in taxable income paid at one
family of four at varioue income
of the lowest effective fax rotes. He
levels are compared below at median
said only II .states had lower effecrates of other slates and to average
rates for Southeastern states. The
tive rates for this group.
AMR study in.'hewed thpt _cm* *equity of our current inKeatucky was one of only two states
dividual income tax system is
whicki-the-affective- Ass- -rale-in- - -brought--cleady Into focus -by - thecreased -between 1087 and 100I for
following chart:
workers with VON* in taxable in(Taxable Income. Kentucky Rate,
coms In mast states, the effective
US. Median, Percent Difference KY
rats wasredoes&
vs. US,Southead States) $10.0011, 2.6

percent. 1 0 percent. plus 160 per4
1 4 percent: $15,000. 1 9 percent. 1 4

percent, plus 36 percent, 1 3-percent ,
820,000. 2 6 percent, 2 0 percent. plus
30 percent. 2 0 percent. $25,000. 3 0
percent. 2 3 percent, plus 30 percent,
2 5 percent. $50,000, 3 3 percent, 3 8
percent, minus 13 percent, 3 5 percent. 1100,000, 3 1 percent. 4 5 percent. minus 44 percent, 4 0 percent
The than shows that a 110,000 inconw family in Kentucky pays 6260 a
year, in state uocome taxes wtule a
typical American with the same income pays Only $100 In Southeastern
states a typical $10.000 family pays

only $140
On the other hand, a person with
$100.000 in income pays $3,100 in Kentucky. $4,500 in a typical state and
$4,000 in another Southeastern state.
Kentuckians with $20,000 in taxable
income pay $520 a year If they lived
in a typical state or an average
Southeastern state, they would pay
only $400
In both the typical state and in the

average Southeastern state the tax
rate increases as income Increases
However. in Kentucky some lower

and middle income groups pay a
higher rate than do higher income
groups
Kentucky's tax system also is
becoming more regressive From
1977 to 1988, the effective tax rate for
$10,000 income workers in the nation
fell from 1.4 percent to 1 percent. In
the Southeast, it fell from 1.5 to 1 4 •
However, in Kentucky, it rose
2.6 from 2.5 Only one other state.
_Pennavivania,showed an Increase.
This occured in Kentucky; teary
said; for twa,,easens. First; Kentucky starts taxing family income at
a much- lower level than do most
states. Second, it altar's deduction of
the federal income tax,a tax loophole

Mini Pu h4•111141IN tht high

111114

Ii

Infire than it Itile• 11114411c and li)V40•1'

Incoaiw p4.r sons

•
While Kentucky basis ally Lis..., the'
same incomes at the same rates that
it did in 19311, incomes have risen
drastically . making el high
III
1936 a-low income today I lispiisable
personiolincOme tas rISell Inslt1 $.0 It
to $9.480 ID Mitt perlthl, and thy
sumer Prue Index hie, riNen froin
41 5to 293 3
"The obsolete .elenunts of our cur
rent individual income tax sit- mini 4.
discredit a "leave it alone" attitude
Change is mandated for those who
care about fairness in a tax ss %trill ."
Geary said

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
When is the proper time for lunch"
When someone asked the Greek gadfly philosopher lhogenes :412-323 WI
this question, he is said to have
answered
If a rich man, when you will, if
a poor man, when you can

Plans currently are underway for a
second printing of Ken Wolf's
•'Thoughts in Season,- a paperback
collection of the author's colutrthill
which have appeared In the Murray
Ledger & Times. There will have to
43e 350 requests for the book to warrant a second printing. Those wanting to order the boctii. at $5 per copy
for advance orders, should cos4.,set
one of the following people Marti Erwin, ?rina'441J
- Fallette, Susan Hart.
AlMs Graves, Euple Ward, Clara
Humphrey, Alice Milton, Gerry
Reed; David Roos, Max Hurt, Betty
Lowry or Ken Wolf.
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Spann and Watson vows solemnized atWomon's Club House
Miss Christine Renee ray.
Spann and %fiction-Keith -- -Spiral candelabra with
Watson pledged their white ribbons flanked
vows of marriage on Fri- each side of the fireplace
where the ceremony was
day,1)ec 31.at 4 p m
The candlelight performed. The mantel
ceremony was at the was centered with a white
Murray Woman's Club poinsettia, pine needles
House with the Rev Hal and magnolia leaves.
Shipley of Gracey of- White ribbons marked
the family pews
ficiating
The bride
A program oL music
The bride seas escorted
was presented4by Miss
Carol Spann, soloist. and to the altar by her father
Mrs Sue Spann, pianist. and given in marriage by
cousin and aunt of the her parenes
She wore a formal
bride respectively
The bride is the gown of white organza
daughter of Buddy Spann over taffeta The empire
and Ms Beverly'Spann of bodice was designed with
Murray The groom is the 'a wedding band collar
son of Mr and Mrs Rob- and long fitted sleeves of
b) Watson. also of Mur- lace A bib fashioned of

alencon lace motifs
adorned the bodice. The
full skirt and attached
chapel train featured a
wide hemline flounce and
lace border.
.
To complete her
ensemble the bride chose
a Juliet lace cap with free
dlusion tiers bordered in
lace.
The bride earned a
bouquet of red roses and
white carnations with
baby's breath.
Miss Connie Spann.
sister of the bride. was
the maid of honor The
bridesmaids were Mrs
Valerie Foster and Miss
Cindy Spann. sister of the
bride
The attendants were
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Reception
A reception followed
the ceremony in the club
house
The bride's table was
covered with a white
linen cloth trimmed in
pink. The white threetiered wedding cake
featured a fountain and
was topped with a twotiered bell Hurricane
lamps were used.
The groom's table was
draped in white linen His
cake was chocolate' and
adorned with a mallard
duck
Assisting in serving
were Mrs. Judy Overbey
and Mrs Jackie Morris,
sisters of the groom. and
Mrs. Barbara Weatherly.
aunt of the bride.
Rice. bags were
distributed by Amber
Overbey and Cindy
Spann
The new Mr and Mrs.
Watson arc . residing on
1. Murray. .
Rehearsal dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Robby
Watson. parents of the
groom, were hosts for the
rehearsal dinner on
Thursday. Dec 30. at
Seven Seas Restaurant. _
Covers were laid for the
bridal couple, their
families and members of
the 'wedding party. The
.0uple chose this occa-

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Keith Watson
110• to present gifts to
their attendants.
Bridal events
Events given in honor
of the bride include a
bridal luncheon given by

• Both mothers had corsages Of white orchids.
Mrs Gladys Spann,
grandmother of the bride.
and Mrs Dathel Wilkerson and Mrs. texie Watson. grandmothers of the
groom. were presented
• corsages of white carita:
holm_
The wedding was
directed by Mrs. George
Oakley.aunt ofthe bride.
Miss Elizabeth Oakley
' ahd Miss 'Katherine
Oirlriey, cousins of the
bride, presided at the
guest register_

il

izt)

Identically attired in floor
length formals of burgundy taffeta with spaghetti
straps, sheered bodices
and fashioned with imperial waistlines. Their
ensembles were completed with bolero jackets
with princess sleeves.
Each attendant carried
a long stemmed rose.
The flower girl was
Miss Amber Overbey,
tuirce of the groom. She
wore a formal (Nor
length dress of white taffeta trimmed with lace
and featuring a burgundy
sash. She carried a
basket filled with white
daisies and baby's
breath
The groom
The groom wore a
black pin striped tuxedo
and had a red rose
boutonniere
Steve Ladd was best
man Groomsmen were
Don Overbey and Phillip
Morris, brothers-In law
of the groom. and S- cott
Morris, nephew of the
groom.
They wore gray tuxedoes with white carnation boutonnieres.
Tony Bowden and Paul
I.yles were the ushers
and,lit the candles prior
to the* Krrnsony
The liride's mother
wore a green taffeta
dress trimmed Ini hot
pink The groom's
mother was attired in an

Oh Ctie St rv4 t
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Mrs. Arin Hoke at her
home: personal shower
given by Mrs. Valerie
Foster at her home: and
a shower given by Mrs.
Judy Overbey, Mrs.

Jackie. Morrix__Mas,
Kathy Black and Mrs.
Patricia Miller at the
Community Room of the
North Branch of the
Peoples Bank.

SEA
PARTY — First grader Joey Tubbs
learns bow to dude at a recent roller skating party
sponsored by Robertson Center PTO. A party will
be on Saturday.

Skating eventSaturday
ESTEE LAUDER
BRINGS YOU HER
SUN -WARMED, SEA-SNASHID

GREEK ISLAND
COLORS
Estee Lauder's radiant new color
spectrum for spring draws its
inspiration from o place where on
apricot sun warms the russet earth
and the clear blue water three hundred
days a year The Greek Islands

CHAPTER QUEEN — Uncle England was crowned the 1113 Valentine Queen for the Ganuna Q.
ma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi at the Valentine banquet at DeVanti's on Feb.5. She has been a member
of Beta Sigma Phi for four years and presently is
president of the chapter. Sbe is married to Ronnie
England and du the.. boys, Scott, 13, Kevin, 10,
and Cory,6. Mrs. England is employed with Dr. Billy P'Pool of Murray and is a member of AAMA,
American Aseociation of Medical mots:la

Roses Are Red
VioletsAre Blue

The Greek Island colors will light up
your eyes, lips, cheeks and fingertips
—
ino fresh new way

1

A roller skating party
for children of Robertson
and Carter Centers of
Murray Elementary
School will be Saturday,
Feb. 12, from 2 to 4 p.m.
at Roller Skating of Murray.
The $3 general admittance fee will include
skate rental. Any adult

Look What King's Den
Has New For You!

Create your own Greek Island Face
with a group of soft, worm neutrals Or
choose the roses, violets ond blues or
the bolder brighter colors as your look
of the year. The Greeks have a word
for the way you'll look
Orea! Beautiful'

1%111 \

a

II I \

rkt4King's Den
tans yormx.7

5.5 a

Bel Air Center M-S 9:30-5:30
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NOT IN CLUB
BARTLESVILLE.
Okla.(API — The top oilproducing nation in the
world is not a member of
OPEC,the oil cartel.
It's the Soviet Union,
which in 19111 produced
relhan-Itaillikie-lisr- •
rels of oil a day, according to Phillips
Petroleum. That is nearly
22 percent of the world's
total daily production.
Saudi Arabia ranks second. producing 17 percent of the world total,
and the U.S. is third with
18 percent.

1 es 2

•.
Ri NUM"14441.41
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Torrecote

who accompanies a child
will pay 25 cents.
This is a fund-raising
event for the ParentTeacher Organizations of
the schools. One dollar
for each child will be
returned to the PT05 to
be used for various projects which tienetit the
school.
Similar roller skating
parties held in the past
months have proved very
popular with children and
their parents, a
spokesman said.. About
100 persons have participated.
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DECA contest winners listed
1.i

— apple Van Amsringen will
model a Philippines' national dress at the coffee of
airlatian Women's Club.

FHA WEER PROCLAIMED — Presidents of Murray High School's and
Calloway County High School's chapters of Future Homemakers of America met
Ftlit
with Mayor Holmes Ellis last week for local proclamation of
Week, which runs through Saturday. Melanie Roos, left. president the MH.S
chapter says eventa pltrined for the week include the club's annual Daddy-Date
Night on Friday and a dance following the ball game on Saturday. Lisa Chaney,
right, president of the chapter at CCHS,says the chapter will offer a free nursery
school for children of teachers and will also be delivering roses, the club's symbolic flower, which were sold as a fund ralaer for the club

N.tr.

Newborns, dismissals are released
It, 514 I .tiol halo. to,5%
ti II I A.
; ItetiGai 5115 ltt
liws1111:41 14.1 Mouilav.
alt
lit :
dim
F lb ;
Ifiri adults 3nd
Sirs, 'Mar, Null
N 4I
,15 III 11111!....r!.
410%. a Hales Iialler
newborn admissions ct %Its F
%HMI 1(1
'Aviv listed
. ST
t•(4' .1,
Dismissals
SIT
Vi kir Watt,
. Piot,
INDIA — Neelam -Tiusdari, center, will model a
I Is
Pat I, S I cIIII
Sari from India at the Christian Women's Club coftilts 1 ane. ;1.$
new.' IN dila, lit
fee on Tuesday.
le
S.)iitli E mirth St .
W4,1.111.1
7,13 Whitnell B. ohm
Sir
Janet
Mrs I ori I Milani. tit 2. S.
trt lit 6 ‘IINs
Buchanan Tenn . James MI. 11,1,14 MaIhr. Et I.
R
lit 3.- Mrs l. rit.•11
(*.ilhoon. lit
‘hfics,
Sit 1).;!
Mrs Samantha
Ht1 I
Sirs
The Murray, Kentucky, homemaker from
' 102
Christian Women's Club Paducah, will be the Tit 2. Jana-. Sr I
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Heart" Coffee on TuesA nursery for Main St 1),1111:!, Sholar
day, Feb. 15,from 10 am. preschoolers at a
cost of Ill 1. Hardin, Mrs lid.,
to noon at the meeting
ABILENE, Texas . API
$1 per family will be Korth 1.3.14 Oxford.
room of the Calloway available at
A telephone. operator
Memorial
Charles thonipsoti. who apparently. dialed
County Public Library. Baptist Church.
l'4X1(-allow ay . Mrs Ver• the wrong area code
The cost will be $1.25 per
Those wishing to make nit' -Douai-it, 141a VIM' almost- -Sent. - an am-person.
An intefhational style reservations for the cof- St Mrs -l)osy Beittaiii, but-ante- lee miles out of
show, sponsored by the fee and/or nursery should 218 Haekiishterg Rd . its way to aid a man who
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Mrs /lay ms Fair. ltia; Abilene, Kan , on Monday
Outfits from several
The Murray club is just
countries including In- one of over 2,000 Chris- 1)4xlsori, Mrs .Insepilltie night when he began to
donesia, India, Philip- tian Women's Clubs Oakiel. 1412 (Hive Blvd . feel ill
pines, Greece, Germany across America and Mrs rind) K rossr%. and
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vited to attend, a
to Kansas. Texas police
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Mrs. Jan Rundle, a . spokesman said.
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tucky Dental Asscaiation cooperation with the
Launched a Tooth Fairy telephone company,"
Marlene
Hotline that was so Moore said.
popular thousands of
But why the line about
Waldrop
calls overloaded the the Tooth Fairy's losing
phone 'comPany's cir- her voice?
of Murray
cuits.
"The Tooth Fairy is
Records show there like Santa Claus,'' he
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Ambulance sent wrong town
ditto t wait fur tlir
ambulance
lle wigs 411,4 tlarKed
from Memorial Hospital
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NEW YORK (AP/ —
Miss Taylor, SO, is curDespite rumors reported rently in Toronto (Wiling
in a London tabloid. ac- '•Nobody Cries for Me"
14$ I
S.3 arra
Made %no tr. $-S
641
tress Elizabeth Taylor
says she has no plans for
an eighth marriage.
The Landon Daily Express reported Tuesday
that Wm Taylor was
ongood to marry Victor
Gonzales Lime. M. a
Mexican lawyer. The
newspaper mid the wed-were disclosedby Lana's daughter. IrOF!
an.
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mine. and vice versa
hf% mother in law always make, jam as her gift for my
parents And my mother *ends homemade Chnstraas
I ,K,Itors to, my in laws She parks them in very pretty
rookie tins
This year when my mother-in-law handed, Mir the iam
for m% parents, she asked me when my mother was going
to. send "her- lam pars Wick Abby, I didn't know you were
supposed to return 3•1n yam, did you' Theme tart "'err
nothing special — mat plain.ordinar. mason iars
Mv mother never inspected to get her rookie tins hark

glut,

1.14-.1•8- let me know

•

By Abigail Van Buren

Woman Gets the Needle
For Gift She Crocheted
!WAR MiliV This year I decided to make mv own
Christmas gifts Abby I worked ms tiiil off trot heting
toilet paper covers for some of mv special friend.
made one for a woman I used to work with using (hr
(Mitt scheme in her bathroom I bought a roll tel very nor
toilet paper and put it inside the ,hand-crocheted toyer
gift wrapped it and gave it to her before'rhinsimas
She girl Er mentioned it so after Christmas I asked her
how she liked Inv _gift an.il she said she (Juin t tare tor It
and 1. shiould not ha••• included the toilet paper Plus- she
said her mother ,ould have made the same thing'
Abb% if I gel something I don't like I would nut lie in
rutty me to tell the gi‘er I didn't are for it 1 wali hurt
disgusted anti disappointed Evi-ry body else liked the
10. cr. 1,Ut her
%.,11 thirik it was wring of gee to kecir ceo lurlril Ito
pape r

t.411- i

with du

user' And %lilt ir shr said .hi- ditto t

for ire. gift should I ask her toT;Tuin ci'Urn sure I
eiaild hod wornronr.i-iftg• I.. gr‘r II to
lir HI
DEA Ill'HT. One as ungracious. ill-mannered and
insensiti%e N.. sour CO- fictkirt shows herself to he
needs svmpiithIi. To have ineTuded the toilet paper
with your gift was, I think, a thoughtful gesture
Don't ask her to return it, but if the subject COMer•
up, offer to take it off her hands.
• • •

! ,1 \

tease hrro married tor
\!MY • !whi Ideal Arid
I
AIN Esets
our parrots • %change Chtilliflia•
"011•1411.01% and I e cart% the gift. from his parent. to

MKS

Go nr.rwEEN

DEAR MRS.: Ws my understanding that when one
gi.e. jam, the jar is part of the gift *MAW aa the
cookie tin). However, since your mother-in-law experts the jam jars tee he returned, pass the word on
to your mother.
•••

DI Ali MIRY M% husband and I .ior having a differ
rm.lapirlartta Thall is the second- t kinsman we retriYed
.8 half dc- ad poinsetren Want from an out nr state sender
The plants were sent hr my husband • lams Vohn is
fc for hi. generosity and grand aisle (If toursr isr
8bal t know how MY. h he paid for the plant hut we are
aim...? sure he is teeing ripped off
huslr..rnd sass we should thank his, boss for the
plant and let it go I sav We should let the
r know that the plant was puny witted ariddeftnitels
tPeril rat. What tIe. %CPU say"'
POST XMAS HASSLE
DEAN HASSI.F:: I vote with -you. If you had here
the-sender, wouldn't %too isAint to he told? '
•••
CONFIDENTIAL TO
F. IN PRYOR.
OKLA.: Y Vb. it's the glow from within that creates
beauty. People arr. like stained glass window•; they
sparkle like crystal in the sun. Hut when darkness
falls, thei continue to shinc only .if there's a light
from within.

HiErrx

•••
.Arou•re never too old tor too young, to learn how
to make friend, and be popular. For Ahhy's booklet
em n Popularity, send II, plus • long. self-addressed,
stamped (37 centio envelope to Ahbv. Popularity, P.O.
Kos 31492:1, Holly wood. Calif. 900:101.

MORNING COPT= — World Prissier* Oub had a canoe on Jan. M
Boston Ten Party.Oub memberssaid they look forward to thorns msods.to enjoy the COEVOralltkillt, understanding and warmth of each other's friendship.
Pictured, loft to right, are, first row. Debbie Shapla, Murray. Espie van Amoringot. Philippines, Tina Ohm,Germany,Grads Erwin, Kirksay. Neelam Tandem. India. back row, Monica Walston, Germany, Carolyn Tedder, Murray,
Angie Chu, Burma, Memo Garrastani. Cuba, Mower Gbanart, Iran, Thabna
Warlord. Murray. and Holm Barraged',Grows. Not pictured are C.canie White
and Edith Nonlinear of Murray.

Strawberry dessert featured

111=13======l1122

Your Individual

By CECILY
BROWNSTONE

strawberries into a
strainer over a 1-quart
AP Food Editor
measure to drain well.
COME FOR DFSSFRT Reserve berries. To the
'
Drake
Pound Cake & Berry berry syrup add enough
FOR
FRIDAY,
. Molds
rose to make 24 cup; br.FEBRUARY 11,1983
Strawberry Molds
mg to a boil. pour over
A spirited dessert.
gelatin and add sugar. What kind of day will tomor1 envelope unflavored stir vigorously until r" bet' To (tad out what the
say.. read the forecast
gelatin Rose wine
gelatin and sugar are star
'
1(1-ounce package slic- dissolved. Stir in 1 cup g,ilea tai your birth sign.
ed or halved sweetened rose and reserved berfrozen strawberries, ries. Chill until slightly
TA
thawed
thickened; stir
7
- ."".-early morning
k• cup sugar
distribute berries. Makes
ly picture
f ri
t)
.i7
4
1 teioSann
In a medium bowl
cups. Turn into insprinkle gelatin over L4 to
d visd
ettia IAm
t o
se
lds
rv inn_ntig
ryrilh7lpiuAl.
sotm
hee avieti
nssin
fbr
riletteha
cup Rose to soften —
advice
about 5 minutes. Turn unmold.
TAURUS
Apr 20to May 20
You're on the right track
regarding a career endeavor,
even though a partner raises
objections. However, things
will go -our way.
GEMINI .
Calloway County has *received about $500 in dona- May 21 tb June 201
se-ffe provt'stohe your
tions: not including money raised by churches, to Xitio—
help pay the medical expenses of a highway depart- best adviser. A work problem.
ment worker stricken with cancer. Adolphus is not as hard to solve as you
Sheridan is receiving chemotherapy treatment in imagine Be patient.
Nashville five times a week, according to county of- CANCER
June 21 to July 72(
ficials.
Expenses may escalate in
The donations are very helpful because the famiconnection With dependents,
ly has no insurance. The treatment will be conbut job • opportunities now brtinued for several weeks. Anyone wishing to con- ing the pronuse of financial
tribute may call the highway garage af763-4846.
profits.

Horoscope
Frances

214

dotebook
Recital Sunday

Donations received

Suzanne Bitters olOwensboro. a student at Murray State University, will present her senior piano
recital at 2 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 13. in the Recital Hall
Annex of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center on the
campus. Her program will consist of works by
Beethoven, Rachmaninoff and Bloch.
Miss Bitters, daughter of Carol Bitters of Jones
Road, lit I, Owensboro; is a music education major
at Murray State. She is a member of Sigma Alpha
Iota music fraternity and the student affiliates of
the Music Educators National Conference.

Auxiliary will meet
I

it,.•
fatted
,Io•oring "1 iitle Anger
• in Alf,•,:
wott Pt iver ye ,u or *,01
1(1 it hug yg,ur
-1't
lapel o'
V

Murray Flotilla 22-6 Coast Guard Auxiliary will
have an anniversary dinner on Saturday, Feb. 12, at
5 30 pm.at the home of Shirley Johnson._ All
Members are urged to attend,a gpokeseinan

said.

'Thfit1'(1 1 ••

Just In Time For
Valentine's Day
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COUNTING CALORIES? /
es seto
...Then Try Our Special New DIET & /
HEALTH FOOD Menu! Breakfast, l;
Lunch and Dinner Items...All Super Good,
Reasonably Priced And The Calories Are t
Listed Right On The Menu for Each And Every /
Item...No More Guesswork!
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$21.95
Pony Wafter $29.95

BASKETBALL SHOES

CHARGES

Boon sitesav2-13

ACNE, LEVI, TEXAS, DURANGO

$36.95
Acme Dingo

$38.95 '

$24.95

MEN'S

TENNIS SHOES

Soled Gm"
Ladies Shoos
No Examen-No ,Layonvoys

$28.95 '
.e,MEN'S DRESS II

KANGAROO

Trill4 Slirt

"

IAMploarurn
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1"."614.hild
"
as

CASUAL SHOES

*

$14-$16-$11C
1" MIRO

WORK BOOTS S25

WOMEN'S

TENNIS SHOES

$27.95

WORK BOOTS$33

LUGANO UATINI
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•

713-9419
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ce
and their families and no reservations are needed, VIRGO
according to Tom Geerdes, president.
Joe . Paul Koenig who in July 1975 began a
ministry as Principal Chaplain at Kentucky State
Penitentiary in Eddyville and at the Western Kentucky Farm Center in Fredonia will be the guest
speaker. All interested persons are invited,
Geerdes said.

Church plans dinner
The United Pentecostal Church at New Concord
will serve a turkey dinner with all the trimmings on
Saturday, Feb. 12, from 5 to 7 p.m. The dinner is
open to the public and the meal will be for a donation of only $3 per person with proceeds to go to the
church fund. For more information call the pastor,
the Rev. James H. Cain, 438-5369.
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iNov. 22 to Dec. 211: '•
You'll make a very good imThe United Methodist Youth Fellowship of
Kirksey Church will sponsor a chili supper on Sun- pression on others today, once
day, Feb. 13. Serving will start at 6 p.m. with the you overcome feelings of selfcost being a free will donation, a youth spokesman doubt. Unexpected meetings
are exciting.
said.
CAPRICORN
Dec 22 toJan. 19i
Though tension exists
between you and a fnend
about money, you'll have opportunittes today to inipr?ve
your financial condition.
AQUARIUS
PINCKNEY, Mich. ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
PAP)— It took two years Higher-ups are preoccupied
'to And Weal- .unlifferant, but
for Bociglate Ev!rett4 30
move from being a folk sot-wily, your star is on the
art hobbyist at local craft ewe. Fun times are indicated.
shows to opening her own PISCES
company to manufacture ( F'eb. 19 to Mar. 20)
It's not a good time to con.
fabric duck decoys.
Ducks and co. today suit with advisers. Do farther
employs 15 people, who work on your own on pet prOpets Career developments
egg ducks
week.
handcraft
are favorable.
blend of YOU BORN TODAY are inThe cord
novMive and practical. You
unusual ideas and are
up to 27 individual pieceshoyt
of fabric results in a crea- often found in avant-earde acions. Highly
tion resembling the '
hlc
natural bird. The ducks you're happiest when your
are weighted and are 118- work reflects what you believe
ed for decoration or for Stit•INCiphile will enable

xn4

X C,1

FINANCING
BIG SELECTION
EXTRA FINE QUALITY
SERTA BROYHILL
BENCHCRAFT COCHRANE
STRATOLOUNGER
FULL ONE YEAR FINANCING AT5%

CRASSIURNMIRE

1

t.

svianaplffluEon WMINalJaiTMFIE

-

'Aug,23toSept. 22)
The optimism of a family
member rubs off on you and
you'll uvrrcome.a tendency to
worry in the morning Talks
with 'dimly are fruitful.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. Ui
Worry about money may inhibit your party mood, but you
should accept invitations for
fun times. Romance is likely.
SCORPIO .
lOct.23 toNov. 21 !
IV*
Don't act the part of a killjoy. Go along with the wishes
of a family member.Shopping
trips lead t.„ unexpected

Chili supper Sunday

Everything in stock included
• No Tricks+ No Gimmicks

WORK BOOTS $29.95

...lolls and Main _

tijEAl
July
)
y 23 to-Aug. 221
relative provesdifficult to
Calloway County Chapter of Full Gospel Business
please, but you'll have happy
Men's Fellowship International will meet Saturday,
coMpany of a
Feb. 11,at 6:30 p.m. at Trenhohn's*Restaurant, 1206 times inc the
Plan to
if.erest.
Chestnut St. A buffet dinner will be served to men

Hobbyist
•pens shop

MEN'S WESTERN

UNUSUAL
SHOE SALE
Buy 6 Pair

4

Fellowship will meet ••

Sod &&WM

Ilsoolow Money
•

713.3421'

doorstolis to keel) doors you to make the most of your
abilities.
open,

P41,1.7 THE lit Hit AI;lky J./ALEN & 11W •. 1hiit'i4. lrbruaryIi. 191.3

Cream gems recipe released

Coming events of community listed
Thursday. Feb. 10
Monday.Feb. IS
Make Today Count will be at 9 a.m. at First Bapmeet at 7 p.m. at annex of tist Church.
Calloway Public Library.
Bea Walker Group of
Welcome Wagon Club First Baptist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. at Women will meet at 7:30
Commerce Centre. p.m. with Mrs. Charles
Murray -Calloway Hale.
Chamber of Commerce,
Highway 641 North, at 7
Orders are being taken
Pm
by Adult Mentally Handicapped Center, phone
Front Porch Swing will
53-6622, for -Burst of
First
meet at 7 p.m. at
Love- balloons to be
Christian Church.
delivered on Valentine's
Day
Anonymous
Parents
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
Friday, Feb. 11
Information call 759-1087
Valentine shiner with
or 7534089
crowning of king and
queen will be at 7 p.m at
Murray Chapter No. 92 Fern Terrace Lodge
Royal Arch Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m_ at lodge
Hannah Circle of First
• Children's Company
Production of MurrayCalloway Community
Theatre will give performances at 3730 and
p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.

United Methodist Church
will have a progressive
dinner starting at 6 30
p.m
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7 30
p.m. at the lodge hall

Mothers Morning Out
Senior citizens activities will be from 1.0 will be at 9 a.m. at First
a m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel Christian Church.
and Douglas Centers and
Hazel aid Douglas
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Centers will be open from
Ellis Center.
10 a in to 2 p.m for acCrisis Pregnancy tivities by Senior
Center of Murray Life Citizens
•
House, 1506 Chestnut, will
have a meeting of all inCrowning of King and
tefested volunteers at 7 Queen at Westview Nursp.m. at center. For in- ing Home will be at 1030
formation call 753-7356
a.m.
Southwest Elementary
West Kentucky Skate Time will be at 7:30
Amateur Astronomers p.m. at Roller Skating of
will meet at 7 p.m. at Murray.
Golden Pond Visitor
Center, Land Between
Adult Mentally Hanthe Lakes.
dicapped Center, 704
Main St., phone 753-6622,
Mothers Day Out will will take orders for

Friday, Feb 11
Saturday'Feb. 12
' Burst of Love" balloon Woodlands -Nature
bouquets to be delivered -Center. Land Between
the lakes For reservaon Valentine's Da)
call 1-924-5602, extions
Company.
Children's
238
tension
Production of MurrayCalloway Community
Alcoholics Anonymous
Theatre will give perAlanon will meet at 8
and
formances at 1 30 and 8
in western portion of
p.ni
Public
Calloway
at
m
p
and F:xpositior
Livestock
Library
Center
Saturday, Feb*I2
Youth of Northside inMurray Squar-A dependent Church will nailers are scheduled to
sponsor a box supper at 7 dance at 41 p m at
p m at Dexter Communi- Woodmen of World Hall
ty Center
- -Children's CompanN
Calloway County Production of Murray
Chapter of Full (*.wipe' Calloway Copiniunit(
Business Men's Theatre will give per
Fellowship International fonnances at 3 30 p in
will meet at 6 30 p rn at and 8 p in at Callow:v.
Trenholni*s Restaurant. Public Library
1206 Chestnut St This is
opez to all men and their
Captain Wendell Our
families
Chapter of the I hiughters
of American Revolutior
Murray Flotilla 22-5 will meet at 1 30 p.m at
Coast (ivard Auxiliary home of Mrs Cook
will have a dinner at 5:30 Sanders
p m. at the home of
Shirley Johnson.
Coffee by Murray Slat.•
----University Women's;
Southwest Elementary Society will be from 10
Skate Time will be from 2 a in to noon at Wrather
to 4 p.m. at Roller Museum on MSU catn
Skating of Murray.
pus
Roller skating party for
children from Robertson
and Carter Centers will
be from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Roller Skating of Murray.

BRUNCH FARE:
together flour . baking
/ironed Grapefruit
powder Mitt \all stir III
Rai on
Fges &
%hi-at genii
Add cream
Sunday. Feb 13
Cream Gems & Coffee
and inilk with A fork stir
a in and I 30 p in at
Cream Gems
onls until flour mixture is
Woodlands Nature
Hich biscuits that are moistened With a tablesCenter. land Between eass to nsake
poon and a small metal
the Lakes For reservacup sifted cake flour
spatula •Irop mixtur e intions call 1-.E2-4 5602. es•
1 traspoim 1).1kirlo; to buttered small muffin tension 2:01
powder
pan i lips eat ii 1 . 4 Int lies
•`• teaspoon
, tt. tip and 1 inch
a, iii‘
Sei mid Elder- hostel •
2 tablespoons Litheat fle.•;)
'lough itt ill fill
Course will start at Land germ
ups liaise III 0 preheated
lietweeti the I Akes For
cup heil%
,•realti
CAI-degree ut en until
information can' 1-9241 Lail...1)00n milk
12 I., L,
t2oldril briis4ii
a:02 exten•oun 28.4
In a : quart bow I stir ttiltititeN

Saturday. Feb 12
Grailes Ito 6 will be from
1 to 2 30 p in at University Church of Christ For
transportation call 731881
Sunday, Feb 13
Kirksey UMN*F
iIl
sponsor a chili supper at 6
p in at Kirksa: United
Methodist Church
irganirational meeting
for Murras Callowas
SoCcer

RICKMAN & NORSWORTHY
BUILDING SUPPLIES

AN:wit 14I•

for boys and girls. 5
to 18 will be at 2 p in in
Ita ride% I.ecture Room
non

Murras State I'm% ersits
All ,interested
Center
parents and adults Are
ureeil to attend- For in

753-600

SOO S. 4TH

f, rination call 753-4712

JANUARY CLOSEOUT SALE

MurraY Callow as Conimunits Theatre will pre
sent annual Valentine's
I a
sho% at 8 p in in
ballroom id Student
liter at Murray State
l"msersits For Information call 759-1752 -

Special Value!
WEISER — ARISTOCRAT STYLE
•Keyed Entrance Locks

Senior piano recital by
Suzanne Bitters will be at
2 p in in Recital Hall Annex of Fine Arts Center,
Murray State Universit

Saturday School for
Field trips to observe
community children it: bald eagle will start at 9

ia

$12.75

•Bed & Bathroom Locks

$8.31

•Closet Latch Sets

$7.00

•Double Cylinder

$15.75

ears

Turkey dinner w111 all
the trimmings will be
servedlit a cost of $3 per
p e r tio.n at United
Pentecostal'Church, New
Concord,4°1'15 to pui

t.

All Locks
Deafer, Weiser,
Amerock, Weslock.
Horlock
While Supply Lasts

Catalog Sales Store

DAY SALE!

Field trips 'to observe
bald eagle will start at 9
a.m and 1:30 p m at

ENDS SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1983
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Power-Mate
Vac
995
1102 ts $ 16

SPECIAL PURCHASE
POSTER CONTEST — A shoplifting poster contest was conducted recently by
the DECA Club of Calloway County Middle School. Winners were, from left.
Angie Bray, first, Charles Rose, second, and Jason Woods, third. They received
•trophy plus an award at recognition for entering the contest. All contestant'
who entered received a recognition certificate.
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Choice Of Large Baked Potato
or Homemade French Fries
and Texas Toast

4--

25095
LARGE
CAPACITY
ELECTRIC
DRYER

LARGE
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WASHER
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Sharon's future now in hands of Israeli Cabinet

SOMErmiN5
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;
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T-Shirts & Shorts

JERUSALEM (API —
The Israeli Cabinet meets
for the doird time today le
try to. resolve Won=
Minister Anal Sharon's
future in the government
after a special inquiry
found him responsible in
the Beirut massacre.
Public opinion on
Sharon's fate was divided, and demonstrations
for and against him
erupted here Wednesday
and in Tel Aviv.
A Pugh government official said Wednesday
that most Cabinet
ministers favored the
commission's recommendation that Sharon be
ousted and eventually
would ask for his resign.Uon.
But .Israel Television
said the Cabinet, which
failed to reach any didsions in emergency
meetings Tuesday and
Wedenesday, would acrept the panel's recommendation today.

The government of- part of the blame for the
ficial, who refused to be slaiighter because ts
aim reneged is perenedalbe
proposed that tbe Cabinet Lebanese army tamp up
adi for his resignetion Paleatini•n refugee
anI told the ministers to can.
Ignore the caninilmion's
Israel. Television
suggestions for punishing
reported
that a member
military officers aiticiathese-man
the
of
01111011S•
ed in the report.
In its findings released sloe. Supreme Court
Tuesday, the commission Justice Aharan Barak,
said that Sharon should received a death threat
leave his post for allow- from a telephone caller
ing Lebanese Offiiiian who said he "did not
militiamen into the Sabra deserve to live." No other
and Chitin& camps details were given.
Several news reports
there between TOO and
ISO Palestinian refugees quoted Sharon as refusing to quit and insisting
were killed Sept. I6-111.
Prime
Minister
It urged that Maj. Cien.
Yehoshua Saguy,
, chid of Menachem Begin would
military intelligence, be have to fire him
More than 1,000 profired, and said the
military chief of staff, Lt. testers gathered in front
Gen Raphael Eytan, of the building where the
would have been recom- Cabinet was meeting
mended for dismissal Wednesday and chanted
were it not for his retire- support for Sharon and
the government
ment this April.
The report also said the
In Tel Aviv, about 400
United States could bear people demanded

Sharon's reflood= in a -astounded by the insenAsset demonstration.
sitivity of the governIto opposition Labor ment." brash newspaper
Party demanded the edttiorials were almost
Cabinet swiftly adept the - unanimous in supporting
commission's remenmen- the recommendations.
dations. saying it was
Begin, admonished by

the panel for failing to
pay enough attention to
the situation in the
refugee camps, is faced
with the question of
whether to call an early
election

Kentucky woman put on FBI list
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(API — Diane Lynn
Boyd, a 31-year-old
Oklahoma native who
carries a Kentucky
driver's license, is the
first woman to be put on
the FBI's list of eight
most-wanted fugitives
from Kentucky.
Ms. Boyd, a narcotics
user who is considered
armed and dangerous, is
wanted in the armed robbery of a Lexington pharmacy last March. said
James H. Yelvington,
special agent in charge of
the FBI for the state.
She and two other people were arrested follow-

mg the robbery and she
was indicted on charges
of narcotics trafficking
and being a persistent
felony offender, but fled
before she could be prosecuted, the FBI said

The FBI said she is 5feet-1, weighs 106 pounds
and has brown eyes,
brown hair, a tattoo over
her right breast and the
initials "J.B." on her left
ring finger'

Heaters confiscated
.LOUISVILLE. Ky.
( AP
In the two weeks
since they've had the
authority to COtlfLSCEIte
dangerous space heaters,
Louisville housing inspectors have taken 118
heaters out of use, said
Bill Schreck, chief city
housing inspector.

Some of the heaters
were removed from
homes, and parts of
others were taken to
render them inoperative.
Schreck • said heaters
taken from homes have
so far been replaced by
the city's Community Action Agency.
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Roosevelt's Japanese proposal, other papers come to light
LOUISVILLE, Ky. from Denver, so that was
4AP)— It is tough enough not a problem, but carnaIN piss ear Valentine's tions and chrysanDay in the flower Mentions also are in'dewithout worry- mend.he mid.
low about a truck strike, Most of the carnations
•according to two are flown from South
wholesale florists.
America to Florida and
"At best it is hard to shipped from there by
supply the needs. It's a, truck, and most of the
one-day holiday. a chrysanthemums are
tremendous thing to try trucked in from Califorto accomplish," said Bill nia, Fleming said.
Bryant, manager of A.
But fortunately, no carRasmussen& Son Florist. nation or chrysan"At Valentine's Day we themum crisis
are always apprehensive. materialized.
We are apprehensive
"Naturally. we've been
about the sun, and things talking to the drivers to
we can't control," Bryant • see what the effect would
said_
be," Bryant said. "The
The truck strike star- drivers who come
ting two weeks before through say their only
their second-biggest day problem is the weather.
of the year didn't help, Other than the weather,
said Wade H. Fleming of they are getting through
Wade H.Fleming Inc.
all right."
"Naturally, you are
Fleming said his
concerned when you head refrigerated trucks. a
into a busy holiday with half-dozen a week from
that looming over you," California and the same
he said.
number from Florida.
Fleming gets have arrived on schedule.
Sreebhatise roses_ by air
"It's worked out just

RICHMOND, Ky. AP )
— The daughter of the
late Re''. Martin Luther
King Jr. says that blacks
In America must heal
their own divisions in
order to reap the rewards
dreamt of by her father.
We as black people
have to get our community in order," Yolanda
King said in remarks
Wednesday at. Eastern
Kentucky University.
"We've got to support our
own. Until that happens,
we're going to be the low
man on the totem pole.
We've got to poOl our
Ms. King, 25, is trying
to carve out a career as
an actress, but she finds
that people are always
linking her with the
'shadow of her father. But
she scoffed at the idea
that her name requires
PAW involvement in the
Oki*fightstnovetarfft"I don't regard it as a
burden," she said. "When
yen grow up where you
can see personally the
kinds of commitments

fine Our truckers have
done very well for us," he
Said.
"Our shipments have
been cooing through
beautifully,- he said.
"We've had no fluctuation in prices"
Valentine's Day is second only to Mothers'
Day in flower sales,
Fleming said. It 4; followed by Easter and. in
Louisville, the first Saturday in May, when the
Kentucky Derby IS run
"Derby Day is a ruce _
holiday for us, and
Memorial Day, and of
course. also Christmas,"
he said.
Bryant said he had problems other than the
strike to worry about. He
said the flower most in
demand at Valentine's
Day is "always roses."
"We grow our own" in
greenhouses, he said.
"And we haven't seen the
sun except one day An I
don't know how many
weeks."

people made to it, it gets ta I lah Shabazz, the
in you. It's not just a daughter of slain black
superficial thing. It gets leader Malcom X.
in you and takes root.
The two women are co"It's a need for me. 1 founders and co-artistic
would not be fulfilled, I directors of Nucleus, a
would not be complete if 1 New York-based perdid not do something to forming company.
continue it."
Ms. King, the eldest of
Although acting is her King's four children, was
main vocation, Ms. King 12 years old when her
also lectures and con- father was assassinated
ducts workshops on her in 1968.
father's teachings.
"I never regarded us as
She will be at the being different," she said
University of Kentucky in of her family. "I thought
Lexington on Saturday td, everybody's parents
present "Stepping Into were involved in the
Tomorrow," a play she
civil rights) moveco-produced with At- ment."

WASHINGTON i AP)
The military told President Franklin D
Roosevelt in 1936 that it
had been thinking along
the same lines when FDR
proposed compiling lists
of Japanese in Hawaii -to
be placed in a concentration camp in the event of
trouble."
The recommendation
by Roosevelt suggests
that his executive order
calling for the roundup of
people of Japanese descent following the Dec 7,
1911 attack at Pearl Harbor was not a snap decision by a hamed commander.
Roosevelt's proposal,
dated Aug. 10, 1936, came
to light this week; other
documents on file at the

National Archives show
that the military had
compiled lists of the
first to be Interned" even
before Roosevelt made
the suggestion
And they show that the
U S military felt the
Japanese had been spy mg on them at least since
1924
After Pearl Harbor, on
Roosevelt's order, 130.000
people of Japanese
ancestry were. put in
camps Almost all lived
on the West Coast • internment affected only 2.000
in Hawaii, then a U S territory
The Roosevelt ;lien to
surfaced Just as a govern panel, the Commission on Wartime I(eloe;tlion and
of

Civilians. is completing
an investigation of the internment episode Its findings are to be issued
Feb. 24
Bill Wise, a commission spokesman, said the
report will not be revised
in light of the new finding
In the memo addressed to Adm William
Leah). chief of naval
operations. Roost.% elt
said
One obvious thought
occurs to me
that
every Japanese citizen or
non-citizen on the Island
of Oahu who peels these
Japanese ships or has
any connection wilt their
officers or men should be
-secretly but definitely
identlftell and his or her
placed till a soy(

list of those w ho would be abou.t Japanese
the first to be placed In a surveillance In Hawaii as
concentration camp in early as 1925 but felt little
could be done short of
the e‘ent of trouble "
At the tune, the tern' putting the entire island_
( too entration camp" chain under military condid not carry the taint it trol or closing the imacquired after existence portant Hawaiian comof Nazi i;ertitany 's death mercial ports to the cone
.tnerce t if the world • •
camps het amt. kilo% ii
N a %s 1 ri t 111 gent e
dotoments in the drWET SUIT MANIA
! hie''. S1100. that the
LOS AN1lFLES, Calif
Military ' responded to Al'I
's scuba
Httoseyelt by say mg it di% er Is different person
was ready
I Asts of from the Navy frogman,
suspe, ts are maintained spea_rftsherman or
hy thttse responsible ft tr lobster hunter of 30 years
military intelligence and ago. according to a skin
such suspects will nor diving magazine
mall% he the first internA 1981 reader survey
ed in the e%ent of trao- ..shoss's that the typical
skin diver is male, 30
)ears old. single, and college t''1u
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State universities announce signees after letter day
I.EXINGTON. Ky.
Murray State sought
API -- Sign-ups for the help at skill positions and
19133 football season signed Just seven interior
began with an unusually linemen. Its topi in-state
good crop of Kentucky signet was James Clark,
high school players who rushed for 1,3S8
greeting recruiters and yards and 27 touchdowns
coaches looking for im- In leading Paris to a semediate help
cond straight Class A
Of the state's six top crown.
football programs. only
Half the Racers
' 1982
Eastern Kentucky, the signees were from junior
Division I-AA champion. colleges, but Coach
posted a winning record Frank Beamer took only
in 1962 And Wednesday's high school seniors this
first round of signings season. Twenty-three
reflected each team's were from other states,
including
needs
Aaron
DearSW Bird
Kentucky, 0-10-) last mitt, a quarterback from
year with paper-thin ofUnion City, Tenn.
include linemen • Paul
fensive and defensive
Dearmitt, who passed 1.4chtefeld of Louisville
lines. signed the state's for 1,102 1.anis and ac• top -lineman, Jerry counted for 19 Trinity, Ricky Williarns
• Reese The 6-foot-4, 240- touchdowns, picked Mur- of Herndon. Va., and
Gary Greve of Cincinnati
• p• ound Reese was an in- ray State over Missouri.
Moeller.
: timidating noseguaril The Racers also landed
Greve's brother. Kevin,
• who helped power Chris- Bill Bird of Cape
was
an All-Ohio Valley
• tian County High School Girardeau, Mo. He led
Conference
guard
at
to the Class 4A title Missouri
Class 5A
Eastern Kentucky
'
The Wildcats ioso land- rushers with 1,500 yards
Louisville signed just
; ed Tony Lanham, an all- In a rune-game season.
four in-state players, all
state quarterback from
Beamer also released
from Louisville. They
Louisville Southern, and , the names of four more were linebackers Paul
sizable linemen in Ken signees today including Thieneman of Bishop
Brown of Boone County two quarterback - David and Jon Belcher of
and Greg Kunkel of defensive backs from :Butler. linemen Jerry Ot• Erlanger Lloyd
Brooklyn New York's tersback of DeSales and
Other top in-state Thomas Jefferson High Jim Nauert of Bishop
players signing with UK School. Stanley Howard, David. and Southern
included
defensive end 5-10, 170, and Brooke Redreceiver Tony Carter
Charles White, who lined ding, 8-1, 175, were joined
Seven Louisville
up beside Reese at Chris- by Carlos Warford, a 6-1,
signeek
.
werc linebackers
tian
County, and 206, linebacker frodeBufand five of Coach Rob
Washington 'County filo. NY, and Charles
Weber's
recruits .were
linebacker Larry Smith
Bohanon, a 6-2, 220. from Miami
The Wildcats also land - Lineman from Union, New
Western Kentiky coned a trio from Lexington Jersey
centrated on receivers
Bryan

Station

Cornell

backs

Burbage

and

Mark Logan and lineman
Derrnonti Dawson

UK signed

16

In

all,

players

Eastern Kentucky topped

its

list

players

with

Henry

Clay

of

in-state

Lexington
lineman

Byron Ingram, a 6-2. 251-

from KentuckY and seven

pounder who was heavily

from out of state Wednes-

recruited by UK

day

Other

future
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No celebration yet
despite Racers'
impressive record
Murray State's 174 worksheet represents one of
college basketball's most impressive overall
records but Racer coach Ron Greene says his team
is in no position to celebrate.
"I couldn
'
t be happier with a 17-3 record

point," said

at this

Greene. "But the most important part

of our schedule is always the next game and we face

that situation seven

more times this season,
" said

Greene.
"
"Everyone is

coming at us with their best game
can't afford a letdown," he added.

which means we

The Racers continue to lead the OVC with an 8-1
record and have three of their final five conference
encounters at Racer Arena. MSU has won

List

44 of its

48 outings at home, including Monday'
s 92-82

triumph over Eastern Illinois.
Tennessee Tech (Friday) and non-conference foe
Central State (Saturday) will provide the back-toback opposition this weekend at Racer Arena with
tip-off for both games at 7:30 p.m.
Murray State has won seven straight from the
Golden Eagles but six of those seven advantages

160

el,P ion •

Hutson's AG Service, Inc.

have been by five points or less. The Racers edged
Tennessee

EAGLE SX-4

Tech

92-82

earlier

this

season

in

Cookeville with the Racers high scoring trio of Glen
Green, Ricky Hood and Lamont Sleets combining

.Z:Vr/71s
e

DAIRYMEN

for86 points.
Hood scored a career-high 33 points in leading the
Racers over Eastern Illinois including five slamdunks. Hood now has 35 dunks this season or one
more than his school record 34 which he recorded

Tim Checkerboards Are Bock Up At Sedeiie, Ky!

Last season.
Green and Sleets continue

Racers
32

#.•

their climb up the

list. Green

moved

into

eighth on the list with 30 points Monday night to

raise his career total to 1,362. Sleets needs just five
points added to his 1,381 total to move into ninth
among MSU's most prolific point producers.

23 :;:

de.-p l'14

all-time scoring
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AMC./Joilp vehicles that won
'
t let the snow keep them idle
.
Security, traction and comfort! Each one of thou

Fest Depsailellie Service, Welty hoards, Lad Cespeterhed
Wise-kiwi* Service.

vehicles takers cue of you on the inside no matter what
it's like on the outside Surround yourself with
u much
luxury u you want.
.
Don
'
t stand still for winter' Let trial* winter sports
through for you
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U.S. reception pleases British boxer;
Hagler recalls English title reaction

UNDEFEATED - Calloway County Middle School's Rh grade girls basketball team recorded a perfect $.0
season in l911343. Members of the unbeaten squad include (from left I Becky Skinner, Joanna Gibbs, Melissa
Tothys Thomas, Angela Woods, Tracy Banks, Lisa Henry, Stephanie Tress, Lydia Cathay, Chrtatie
Jonas, Michelle Stone, &limy Tucker, Kim Pearson, Tone Camp, Deanne McCulaton.(back row ) Melinda
Butterworth,coach Pete O'Rourke,and Kristen Ruccio.

By ED SCHUYLER JR. safety i15 tratil:O .IAL°
other objects were
AP Sports Wnter
WORCESTER, Mass thrown into the ring
API
The champion and his
Tony Sibson of
England. who is pleased camp choose to be
by the friendly reception diplomats(' when dist us.he's gotten here, will Ins; the incident
fight for the world -midHagler did say . • Look.
dleweight title Friday 1 knou the F:nglish peoplenight against Marvelous really want their talc
Marvin Hagler. who back, and they feel this
vividl remembrrs the guy is their best prospect
night he won the title in Hut evers titne I think of
London
Sibson. I see huti going
Hagler, of Brockton. dirwri lie's
Mass , became the undisputed 160-pound class
tr nen]
champion by stopping liagler's
rk-niatiager
Alan Minter of Englanir satd the battle ers fur his
Sts
after three rounds Sept fight is
the
I line,
27.1980
Hagler never heard his
Sibson is put/1rd about
name 'announced as the the big -mouth ilia ro.
new champion because
1•s
es1.1
he had to tw hustled to
VIII
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a jiris. Ate ..;‘ III at lion)
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Lady Racers seek revenge in weekend games
Murray State's Lady
Racers look to gain sweet
revenge when they host
Tennessee Tech and
.,.Western Kentucky, two
schools that handed them
narrow defeats earlier
this.season, this week at
Racer Arena.
Murray State, coming
off- a pair of losses in the
Lady Razorback Invitational in Fayetteville.
Ark., will take a 4-11
record 11-4 in the OVC )
into Friday night's conference clash with the
Golden Eaglettes of Tennessee Tech.
The Lady Racers had
trouble shooting in the
Arkansas tournament,
hitting only 38.8 percent
from the field while dropping games to Arkansas
1100-69) and Mississippi
State (77-58). Sophomore
guard Jennie Redwine's
performance was a
bright spot for the squad.
Redwine scored 36 points
in the two games and was
named to the all tournament teanl.
in pl• Qv!. d
• W-ith
shooting, Murray 'State

could give Tennessee Educational Television
Tech a strong fight. The Oakley scoped a gameLady Racers fell at high 21 points in the Lady
Cookeville Jan. 14, 77-68, Racers' losing cause
Tipoff times will be 5
as Tech junior forward
Lydia Sawney scored 27
•
points. Murray State got I
senior
15 points from
center Diane Oakley in
the losing effort.
'Oakley. the OVC's
leading Scorer 20.9. avg. )
and second leading rebounder t9.7 avg. ), could
be the key player for
lis.
Murray State as they try
to stop the Golden Eaglettes, who are 9-9 overall
and 3-2 in the OVC. MSU
guards Redwine and Lon
Barrett will be tested by
Tech's potent backcourt
%atm& Sultatball Amariation
ravine* CONVVRiNer
combination of Anita
Atlantir Dirrloors
Myers and Dee Davis,
W I. Prt (;77
167
7
U
who have combined for rfuladrIpho
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over 30 points per game.
1.47 10
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33 Ill
Ill II .
-33 25
Western Kentucky 's Wadunigtor
44. 10.
12 all•
Lady 'Toppers, now 15-5. reel. V.41
Goo* powwow , •
040 1..
17 111
Come to town Saturday, Mil.auk.,
400 1
14 311
attempting to sweep their Atlanta
ci I''
71 r
17 U
3.40 11
season series with MSU. ,towage
31111 14..
IS /4
Western downed the Lady fIns:tuna
Irretand
1 " rim 71
WP:STER14 COWIE RZNCE
Racers, 78-73, Jan. 15 in
Bowling Green in a game
that was televised
statewide by Kentucky
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Steve Denton, Brian
Teacher and Eliot
Teltscher all scored
seconddround victories to
advance to the quarterfinals.
The sixth-seeded Denton defeated Jimmy
Arias, 6-3, 6-4, the eighthIn another first-round seeded ,Teacher beat
match, second-seeded Henri I.aconte -of France,
Guillermo Vilas of Argen- 6-3, 4-3; and Teltscher
tina, beat Cassio Motta of took a 6-2, 6-3 victory
Brazil,6-2, 3-6, 6-1
from Mike Bauer.
•
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UNIONI)ALE, N.Y
, AP) Wayne Gretzks three seasons ag4,
of the Edmonton Oilers became -only the second
became the first player player to score at least
to score four goals in a three goals in an All
National Hockey Star game. Ted Lindsal.
League All-Star game of the Detroit Red
as his Carnpbell Con- Wings. accornplished
ference teammates the feat.13 year% ago.-. trounced the prince of
Gretzky, who was
Wales team 9-3.
named the game's Most
Valuable Player, scored
(;retzky. the. scoring all four of his goals in
sensation of the league the final period
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Soccer

Murray-Calloway
County Soccer Association will be conducting
an organizational
meeting Sunday at 2
p.m..in the Barkley leeture room in the Murray
State University Center.
Any interested adults
are urged to attend the
meeting. presided by
Jim Baurer. The league
offers competitive soccer for youth ages 5-18.
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McEnroe wins opener
RICHMOND, Va. AP)
- Top-seeded John
NicEnroe cruised to a 6-4,
6-tavtettlty'ofet Nfafit
Dickson in a first-round
match of the $300,000
United Virginia Bank
Tennis Classic.

p.m Friday for the Tennessee Tech contest and
5-15' p.m. Saturday for
the Western Kentucks
game.
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Affirmative action urged at Murray,other schools for more women faculty

A small increase of 21 of a percent, according to
women In the state
report released by the
university system bet- Kentucky Commission on
peen 1979 and 1901 raised Human (tights
the level of women faculThe Uruverstly of Kenly to 27 percent in 1981, a tucky Community Colpm of les.s than one-third lege System had the

largest increase with 44 1961 than in 1979
additional women faculty
The UK Community
between 1979 and 1981 Colleges continued to
Morehead State Universi- have the largest share of
ty had the largest female with their faculty
numerical loss with 24 being 56 percent female
fewer female faculty In in 1961 The University of
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Northern Kentucky
University added women
faculty between 1979 and
1961. and raised their
percentage of female
faculty •
In addition to
Morehead. Murray State
University. University of
Louisville, Kentucky
State University and
Western Kentucky
University lowered the
number of women faculty.
between 1979 and 1961
The other state
universities should look
at the successes at .the
UK Community College
System and los lesser extent Eastern and Northern. to learn how those
three institutions have
been able to hire and re-
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July 1 and
September 30, 1961. 42.9
percent, or 164 of the 382
faculty new hires in the
state University system
were women, with the UK

man told a subcommittee
of the Special Jail Study
Committee on Wednesday that while "Community corrections is one
way to deal with the problem today...it is not 'the'
way."
Hoffman suggested
that if Kentucky wants to
adopt a ('ommunity cor-

Hurry in Now for
Great Value,on
Our Exclusive
Bectronicsi

-

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
lAPi - Rep. Harold
"Hal" Rogers, R-Ky.,
plans to meet soon with
the chief of the federal
Farm Credit Administration to discuss economic
problems affecting Ken-

tucky's farmers, an aide
said Wednesday.
Rogers testified before
the Agriculture Subcommittee of the House Appropriations Committee
that help must.be given

ANIL

farmers who are caught
In an economic squeeze
between high interest
rates, high costs and low
Crop prices.
"Our country needs
these farms to stay in
business," Rogers salt
"I have called upon the
Farm Credit Administration to be extra lenient in
Its dealings with farmers

'11-1r11-11•11'
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of lamp,torogiatois

Rooney said that any
type Of local correctional
system that depends on
state funds must clearly
spell out the responsibilities of both sides.
He said it • should be
clear what the state's
responsibilities are for
financing, setting rules
and standards, providing
leadership and technical
assistance. The local
government should

understand that it will
provide secondary financing and will work to get

the community involved.

who are facing tough
economic times."
Rogers, who represents
the state's 5th Congressional District, said that
"foreclosures are not only bad for the farm family
but they (also) have

devastating effects on entire communities."
Foreclosures can lead
to reduced land values,
which can cause problems fpr everyone connected to the farm industry, Rogers told the

subcommittee late Tuesday in an oversight hearing.
Mike War*,an aide to
Rogers.said that the congreuman planned to
meet soon with Donald
Wilkinson. chief of the
RCA, to talk about
specific problems facing
Kentucky farmers.

AM/FM Clock Radio VVIth Battery Backup
Chronomatie-233 by Realislic

By Realistic

Cut 28%
95
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"It probably is not best
to describe a specific program, as each area is unique." Rooney said.
Rooney also said that.
judges and juries must be
given the responsibility to
develop and use alternatives to incarceration.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEEUNG WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

• 4111111111/114211W01115516 -

Weatheradlo® Cube

and Minnesota.
"Don't try to copy
Oregon or Minnesota. It
won't work here," Hoffman said. "You have to
have a clear understanding of what Kentucky's
needs are."
The committee was
created by the 1984
General Assembly to
study long-range issues
facing Kentucky's
system of local jails.
Hoffman said the com-

Rogers backs state farmers;
will meet with credit officials

TRC-421A by Realistic'

Reg. 29.95

rections program, it
should be tailored to meet
special needs here - and
not patterned after
similar programs that
have worked in Oregon

munity corrections program in Oregon, where
only the most serious offenders are placed in
state prisons, has been
successful, especially in
helping deal with overcrowding in prisons.
However, he warned
that there are a lot of ageold problems with jails
and states have to approach new ways of dealing with them "with an

Mobile CB Radio With PA Facility

Cut
27%
2195

Kentucky searches
for corrections plan
nesota have programs
where local jurisdictions
are responsible for
developing and operating
their own correctional
systems with the aid of
state funds.
The subcommittee is
looking at the feasibility
of a similar system in
Kentucky.
David Rooney, from
the Community Corrections Services Division in
Minnesota, said the advantages. of community
corrections are that it brings concerned citizens
into the local control and
can be tailored to the
specific problems of local
counties.
Rooney said no two
local programs in Minnesota are alike, although
they have a common
basis.

Huge savings on this complete music
center' Record directly from the 3speed changer, radio, or add mikes
for "live" taping Seven-LED signal
strength meter, loudness and hi-filter
buttons. matching 22"-high 2-way
•13-1211 speakers. '4" headphone jack

EC-200i by Radio Shack

thern 52.9 -percent.
Eastern 45 8 percent.
Morehead 45.2 percent.
Murray 45 percent. Kentucky State 40 percent, U those schools

consultant says
community-based corrections programs force
state and local governworiien Three fewer ments to plan for their
other non-white women corrections needs and brwere in the tenure system ings about greater citizen
involvement.
in 1961 than in 1979.
However, Jerry HoffBetween

Now

•• 4

The female faculty new
hire percentages at the
other schools were: Nor-

open mind."
Both Oregon and Min-

LED Frequency Display,
Center-Channel Meter and
FM Stereo indicator

-

• 0
,
-*

1110Mell.

30.2 percent.
The report. written by
Kyle D. Briley of the common staff, concluded
that the female declines
at Morehead. Murray, U
of L. Kentucky State, and
Western have placed a
heavier burden on the
state university system to
overcome the underutilization of women
faculty. The report urged
those schools to recommit themselves to affirmative action programs that will result in
more women faculty at

FRANKFORT, Ky
sAPs -- An Oregon jail

11991,995

III

System leading the way
with 72.2 percent of the 54
faculty new hires being
female during the 1981
new hire reporting
period.
Western had the lowest
new hire level as 29.2 percent - seven of 24 faculty
new hires - were

between 1979 and 1961.
but their percentage of
the faculty declined from
4.8 percent in 1979-to 4.7
percent in 1981. because
of the increase in white

Save
900

VHS- T-120
WI" to 6 Hours)

9seit.PE

cent in 1961.
The level of minority
women faculty declined
over the two-year period.
while white women faculty increased in both
number and percent The
number of black women
faculty remained at 64

Clannette' 106 by Realistic

1•011.

f

higher levels than the
•
said Galen Martin, executive director of
U e' Kantuelry C4immiesion on Human RigMs.
Just over 40 percent of
the 436 increase in the
tenure system faculty
between 1975 and 1981
were women, according
to the report, but that has
only resulted in raising
the female faculty level
1.3 percent from 25.7 percent in 1975 to 27.0 per-
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lain female faculty at Community College of L 32.8 percent, and UK

SUPERESALE!

Save '4 on Beta and
VHS Video Cassettes
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Kentucky and the University of Louisville con- united to be the only institutions in the state
sYstern to have less than
20 percent female faculty UK increases its
female faculty level to
19 4 percent trs 11111 from
18 4 percent in 1979. and U
of 1. lowered its faculty to
175 percent female in
1981 from 19.7 percent
female in 1979.
Besides the community
colleges. Eastern Kentucky University. University of Kentucky, and
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cancer hopeline

Hopeline
formation Service. the ficult or upsetting, in- even long-term retail% es are honest with
callers who use our 9-5 p ni
el counselors do not Hopelme has rapid ac- formation slowly
problems them
Hopelme Hopeline
Psychological
and es en shirt.
consultatiye diagnose cancer' or cess to the. latest cancer
ed as a public service by toll-free
You might be in- than children whose their own anxieties
the McDowell Cancer telephone service I -800- recommend treatment information AU matters terested in knowing that
Network questions are 432-9321 t provided free of for individual cases. nor are treated confidential- the Fred Hutchinson
answered by appropriate charge to any Kentuckian do they dispense money ly Please write to at the Cancer .Research Center
BOBBY WOLFE
in Seattle has developed a
specialists associated with a cancer-related to callers. Counselors do following address:
CANCER HOPEIJNE
consultations
These
Network
the
Qualified
unique program to teach
with
problem
provide
The thorough skeptic IS a
Kentucky's Cancer
questionsiVpresent some counselors answer every with specialists as well as
very young children
dOeMattst He enjoys the
understanInformation
Service
inquiries made by call Monday thru Eriday
and
about
: cancer It starts
support
the
of
delusion of complete funk
McDowell Cancer Net- with general information
ding. Because of its
It
Allred .1 Whitehead
designation by the No- work
about body lunctottS in
915 South Limestone
kindergarten and, .for
tional Cancer Institute as
Lexington, Kentucky older children, deals with
Kentucky's Cancer InWith the unemploy- able only if your total in40536
cancer prevention. risk
A losing streak is bad for
highest
in
ment
rate
at
its
come
!including
total
14 My mother Is really factors., and the biology of
any player Most turn to
upset that I talked about cancer
skepticism and become con- over forty years. a record unemployment compent ant et- with my child, age
Health educator David
vinced that none of their number of Americans are sation minus adII
whose teacher has Doktor was quoted in the
finesses will ever work out pounding the pave- justments is greater
cancer I think if she's old
OWENSBORO, K
November, 1982, issue of
again In one of these ment in -Search of a job. If than $12,000 if you are a
The Owensboro enough to ask, she's old Oncology Times, a
moods, declarer is likely to you are among them. single person or head of AP
lose today s lay down game there are a few tax facts household. If you are Fine Art Museum hopes enough to learn answers - flits!paper for specialists
What ,10 other parents in cancer. ..We piloted
South won his queen of you should know about married and file a joint to raise 860,000 during its
hearts, and lost a finesse in job-hunting expenses and return, this base amount annual fund drive this
the project
with 5,000
.1
tubs Back came a heart to unemployment benefits: increases to $18,000. if month, part of it for a
While
'the Cani?er s.cho 01 children
knock out South s 'ace and says Joyce Wright, you are married filing yearlong exhibition of Iliipeline can't speak ft wr throughout Washington
South was left with only manager of H&R Block in separately and you lived Kentucky arts, crafts and
all or even some parents. state
at
all
grade
Captain D's
eight top tricks
Murray.
many pa rents today feel
levels We have not had
with your spouse at any mimic
Might as well take the First, the good news. time during the year and
as !, ou tit) about cancer. a single parent call to
project. called
The
other losing finesse, he said Job-hunting expenses are base drops to zero.
You 'The Kentucky Ex- yucstio ins about sex, and 4.omplain Children feel
and sure enough. West won deductible if you are will be required to pay perience: A Celebration any other controversial that this is the first time
Offer Good Fr
Sot sun
the dtamd king and four seeking employment in tax on either one-half of of its Arts and Artists' issue that is, if a child the have been able'to
more hearis for down two
the same trade Or your total income in ex- will feature Kentucky asks a question, honor tisk questions • and get
' South makes the game business and there is not cess of
the base amount painters, quiltmakers. his/her mtelligence by then) anSWe,red They
easily if he .crosses to a long period of for
your filing status or on craftsmen and musi- expltiming as much as generally ton't fell they
dummy s,spade ace to first
unemployment between
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your Bryan Hood, museuni tion asked and Volunteer
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bonus. East has no more is not specified in the IRS job-hunting expenses and director.
The project begins with needs more an SM,ers , children who art- left out
hearts to lead and South rules, so each case will be unemployment compenjudged individually.
sation correctly, so your an exhibition of water- more questions will be of family talks or even
scores an overtrick.
seafood Cl hamburgers
tin good days. • South What types of job- taxes are not higher than colors and demonstra - asked Children like lied to about the condition
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hunting expenses are you they should be. says bons by watercolor ar- everyone else. need ti l ab- of the patient are more
• riught even make the hand if.
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to
alone
difsorb
new,
let
Wright
apt to have behavior and
he takes the ill-timed club
tists in August.
finesse first lie wins his Travel or transportation
heart ace and cashes his expenses incurred in
sure winners in clubs and seeking employment in
spades. If West now holds on the same trade or
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Enough for a comfortable
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Ian old-line, basic hardware store'

Jobless up'.
FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP -- Preliminary
figures indicate that Kentucky's unemployment
rate increased to 11.3 percent in December, up
from a revised rate of 10.8
percent in November,the
state Human Resources
Cabinet reported.
The state rate is not adjusted for seasonal shifts
in employment. The nonseasonally adjusted national jobless rate for
December was 10.5 percent.

some

hard-to-find

itenis

from

days

Oast.

many

have mom. off tile
market and are no longer
available. Russell says
"Basically,-the store is
Blue truss Hardware
outlet," Russell says "1
guess it has been from the
items

Dub Russell has been manager at Beale Hardware for almost nine years The
store was founded in 1897 by the late A 14 Beale and has been at the same location,
214 Main,ever since

DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
Bank of Murray

Court Square Antiques

Murray Supply Co.

Thurman Furniture

Full Service Bank
/0/ S Ith, 751-1893

Quilts. Primitives, I ;Liss wa rt.
t te;S. 5th, 753-7409

Hardware and

Plumbing
XS F.' Main 753-3381 -

Mitt' Maio. :33-48.14

Beale Hardware

Graham & Jackson
Men's Clothing and Furnishing, ,

National Store

Twin Lakes Office Products

Complete Hardware

liepartment Store

211 Maim 753-1543

414 Maim 753-3234

400 Main. 713-.1611

office Supplies tttl Furniture
314 .Wsin. 733-0111

ompleie 11,ine I. m11101111,

_

Blackford House Gallery

Holland Drugs

l'agliars Pizza

Wallis Drug Co.

Prints and Frame Shop

Prescnptions. Medical Supplies
/09S. 4th, 733-1161

Italian Restaurant Delivery

Prescription Servi• r

310 Main, 753'73

411 MAID, :33-1N:

Boone's Laundry
and Cleaners -

Home Federal Savings
Loan Assn.

Parker Ford

Ward-Elkins

kV Malt, 753-1552

12 )1 Main, 739-18.7IP

Auto Sales and Service •
710 Main, 733-3173

Home Appliances, Sales & Servs, r
111 Maple. 7334713

Bright's

Lerman*s

Women's Apparel
/10S 5th, 75342311

Department Store
/00S. Rh, 733-1247

Parker's Food Market
Complete Supermarket

Winehester Printing Services
complete Printing Service's

Carter Studio

Littleton'.

Peoples Bank

WNBS-WAAW

Creative Photography

WoMen's Apparel

XIHain.

101 Main, 733-4613

Full Service Ranking
300 Main, 733-3131

Radio
AM &
118 S 5th, 759-1.100

Corn-Austin CO.

MadapoissUo

Purdam's Inc.

WSJP

Furniture, Westinghouse
Appltarrees
3015 5th. 73J-41172

AM Country & Western /twit()

OS Main. 7$3-11301

•

Man's and Women's Apparel
AN Main. 7534471

wanes%
:mg ak1g=

Murray Appliance
(

I Electric A ppliatteell

111 E Main.

73., Imo

1105 301, 7334015

•

10:V 4th, 73.1-3397

1300 thujiwil Drive. 733-1400

Settle-Workman Co.
Department Stqe
.110. Main. 733-1117
•Vir)

•
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Stu-dents urged to Oicit-up aid forms
Calloway County High
School Seniors who are
planrung to attend college
or trade schools may be
interested in obtauung
financial aid in the form
of Federal and State
grants, loans and work
programs To apply for
this aid the student must
fill out a Financial Aid
Fdrm ;FAF).
FAF forms will .te
distributed to students
and their parents at a
Financial Aid Workshop
on Monday. Feb 14, at 7
p.m. in the Calloway
County High School
Library
Larry Paschall and
Marion O'Rourke.
guidance counselors, encourage all to attend
Students not attending
the workshop may pick
up the forms in the high
school guidance office
after Feb 14

A follow-up workshop
to assist parents and
students in completing
the Bandal aid forms will
be Sunday, March II, from
2 to 4 p.m. in the Barkley
Room, University Canter
at Murray State UniversiJohnny McDougal.
ty

financial aid director at
Murray State will be present to help in filling out
U e forms
Students and parents
may call Calloway County High School for more
information concerning
these workshops

2. Notice

jacbet
_
.kr
1, 14',
'
,,..n

ters, public relations
director
The $ 1 9 7 million
Meadowview facility is
owned and operated by
Hospital Corporation of
America. which took over
the old hospital in
December 1281
The hospital serves
residents in the Mason
County. Ky area and the
Manchester. Ohio area on
the north side of the Ohio
River
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Patients moved to new hospital
MAYSVILLE, Ky
(API - Sixty-five patients were moved
Wednesday from the old
Maysville Hospital to the
new Meadowviem
Regional Hospital three
miles away
The first patient moved
out at 8.30 am. and the
last at 12 45 p.m. from
the 75-year-old hospital to
the new Ill-bed facility
on Kentucky 10, according to Lee I) Wat-

2.N

NOW BE SURE
I-1E CUTS PIS
INGER AND
TVE P4AILS

Tki4iNe4 VOL)
JUST C-OUND OUT

CARD OF
THANKS
The family of Mr.
Crawford McClure
would like,. to thank
everyone who extended their kindness during the illness and death of
Mr. McClure. To
Dr. Marquart, the
nurses and staff of
Murray-Calloway
Count
and Wèe
ing Home.
For those who
conducted the
funeral services,
Ewing Stubblefield,
Will T. Winchester,
John Wyatt. John
Dale and Jerry
Bolls and the
singers from the
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
For the Grandsons
who - served as
Pallbearers and the
Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.
For the many
floral offerings
from numerous
churches, instutions, friends and
neighbors.
For all who
visited the funeral
home, for the offerings, cards, calls,
food and every expression of sympathy and comfort.
Especia Ily each
family represented
would like to thank
their friends and
neighbors who were
so kind and helpful
In so many ways.
Mrs. Crawford'
McClure, Mr. &
Mrs. Edward McClure, Mrs. Charles
McClure, Mr. &
Mrs. John Wyatt,
Mr. 6 Mrs. Ewing
Stubblefield and
Mr. & Mrs. WW T.

WHAT5 WORSE

LOSI Slack, Ten and
White spayed lethal*
Semi, Answers to the
named of "Bouncer'
Saw is small in We
Three years old ISO

Smarts

Offer *mom

March S. 11110 OS Sal
•

I. Help Wanted
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
needs mature Perkin
for short trips Sur
rowidan. Murray Con
tact Customers. We
train
Write 0.Y
Dickerson, Pres..
Southwestern Petri
lerfnl. Seir 7119. Ft.

-0-

•44,4mr•

9. Situation *ailed

12M1 Weekly ow/Chock*
(fully 9
teed)
working part or Nil
time at home Weekly
paychecks mailed
difeely to your from
mom, Office every
Wednesday
Start 1111
rnteltately
No Cl
perienc• necessary
Do
National -company
your work right in the
comfort and security or
yOur own horn* Details
and application maim"
Send your name and
address to
American
Fidelity Company. 04 if
irig Dept 77. 1040 Lone
Star Dr
New Braun
fell. TX 78130

Need stehoone to car
Pool With 2 or 3 day1
week froth Murray to
Fulton
753 3548 after
fal•
Need SOnleOne to
balyysit, S deVs • week
lam toll 30a rn for a
six year Old 753 6477
ProfeSsrOnal yard care
Yards mowed. hedges
trimmed Of trees
Pruned Fret estimates
Call 75,3 nas

Expanding Pepsi cola
Firm has opening in Ky
and Tenn area for Sales
Management oriented
individuals
Persons
selected will train under
actual working con
ditions as well as in the
classroom Sales arid/or
durett employee super
vision desirable, degree
in marketing business
admloistration or other
rela'red forld is
preferred. E xcellent
Opportunity for advan
cement, good starting
pay and benefits Apply
in person at the Paris
Pepsi Cola. Hwy
SA
West. Paris. Tenn Feb
Sand. le. kim to Sp m
If unable to apply in
person on mese days.
send resume to
Tim
Elder, Marion Pepsi
Cola Bottling Co
P0

Sox

179,

Wanted. Some older
OersOn to move in with a
Older man that can
cook Phone 753 4441

11Business Opportunity
F0)10vir Thru Deli and or
Bolding for sale Call
/13 0373
For Sale Small retail
business
excellent
location good potential
fun business for I
Person
Write to P0
Box 101011
Minit Man Industries of
Tampa. Florida, man
ufactOr of the new Minit
Man Wireless Security
System is 100Iting for
the tight people to
introduce their product
to the state of Ky
Dealers and sales
people wanted! Very
profitable
For in
formation call
112 42111
43/1 Or write P 0 Box
4 3 4 3, Evansville.
Indiana 47711

13. For Sale or Trade

Marion,111

62959
Join the World's no 1
company
Now taking
Avon applications for
the Backusburg Rd
area. Coldwater and
several in town areas
Call 753 0232 anytime
Mechanic wanted!
Qualifications
Naise
certified. electrical and
i esel background
i
- etweed- Send resumePO
Box 10401.
tor ay
Need woman to live
With elderly lady
re
ferenc es required Call
753 65411 Part time bookkeeper
for ,physician's office
Experienced only Send
resume to P 0 Box
1040G
Pepsi Cola has opening
for an aggressive safes
Requirements
person
are good Physical tit
ness. good driving re
COrd, math ability, and
• Stable work history
Tats is • chollengieg
peeltion that pays ac
cording to personal
effOr/ We offer ear
flings in excess of
$15,000 per year Corn
plete training program,
company paid vacation
and other fringe ben
efits Apply in person at
Paris Pepsi at Hwy
USU, Paris Tennessee.
Feb 10th and 11th, from
SAM to 5 PM

New

Openings for
nationwide industries,
no sales. will train,
515.000 plus a year For
info call 1 312 931 7051,
ext. 1774A
O IL COMPANY
OPENING
Off shore
rigs, no experience
necessary, start im
mediately, 35.000 plus
per year For information call 1 312 920 9364,
Ext 17748

Four bedroom, 3 bath, 2
car garage 2 years Old
in Canterbury
Will
trade for smaller home
in city or county Cell
7S3 8374

14. Want to Buy
SO to 'a 65 HP Boat
Motor, good running
condition Call 753 7625
after 4 00p m
Burley Poundage fOr .'13
trop 753 0474
Cambridge crystal,
Chantilly pattern
Call
after 12p m /53 1$69
Raw fors, raccoon, red
fox, gray fox. muskrat.
mink. COYOte. OpOSSUrn,
beaver. Owen riec
Clellan. P.O
SCix 63.
Pulaski, III
62916. Phone 618 3.426316
Trailer axles and tires
753 7975
Two story house, 34
bedrooms, 1 baths,
minimum 2,000 sq ft
Within city limits or 2
mile radius thereof
Call 153 9571 afterAp m

15. Articles for Sale
Kirby Vacumn .cleaner,
all extras, excellent
condition Call 436 2289
after S PM
'Prom dresses for sale,
excellent condition,
sizes
and 10 Call
75'1 5909_

F01 SALE
22 V2 Inch
RALEIGH
COMPETITION GS.
Made
England.
Mint coalition.
Call
753-0577 or
753-6025.
Ask for Rosin.

NOM MULE
Located 44 mile from lake. Partially
Completed 2 bedroom home ready to
complete as you want. Owner must sell
and will finance. Call 739-1405.
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I& Home Furnishings

Mobile Home Rentals 34. Houses tor Rent
K
zrowassermesoriz=

Antique Wash Basin
with towel ears and
mirror. also Pitcher
and Dial. MO 7531770
Living room couch
1901d end green' solid
Opt Melt and Mpg,
00001 for den or Mice
AM FM radii) and 1
track player. 3
*eskers. cabinet rodeo.
'Hord player 153 1771
Maytag portable dryer
like new. ideal for
baby'swasher 7S3 4591

Three bedroom. Its
bath, central gas heat
ApplianCes. water fur
Coleman RAW
nishod
Estate 7S3
Trailer for Rent. See
Itrandon Dill, Dills
Trailer Ct Murray, Ky

I.Business Rentals

Three bedroom. 7 poffi.
appliance
fireplace.
electric heal, 170-4
Farmer
$350 per
month 753 udia
Three bei3r0OWL, 2 battelt.
fireplace. heat pump,
MOO. I block Univerbity
753 6532 753 1914. /53
)419

For rent, office sprxe in
Southside Shopping
reasonable
Center
rent. utilities furnished
Cali 7334617 or 7531549
Ofter So m

23. Exterminating

Homestcr Sale

Two bedroom house.
furnished. I in. east of
Call
Kirksey on 461
at 2377

37. Livestock.Supplies
Or Sale Caw and
calf Cali /53 4616

new

horse. re
gistered. 7 year old
Gelding Call 497 1122
Registered Polled Her
5 years old
ford bull
excellent herd Sir pro
wed 619 3597 after 5 00

Quarter

Meridiem'
Storage Isms
Pit Rent
753-4751
Responsible party want
to rent a 3 bedroom
house in Murray Call
759.9515

32. Apts. For Rent
24. Miscellaneous
1971 Westinghouse golf
cart. eicellenf -condition Call /53 11114
Firew00d, $72.50. rick.
753 3711 after Sp m
Kerosene healer. sell or
Trolling motor
trade
and chain saw. 436 2941.
Men's trod V Neck
Sweaters. $14.93 Car
trod
Moans. St5.95
Shirts, 512 95 Phone
753 1756
Reminder!

Contribute

to yOur Political Party
on Income Tax Return
Si 00 for State Political
Party.. .50 tar Local
Political Party
SEASONED
FIREWOOD Call John
Boyer, 753-0334
Seasoned hardwood. all
sizes available up to 72
• inches. 129 rick Green
123 rick Delivered and
stacked 153 3476

One bedroom Call 733
9201 or 759 4756 after
op m
One or two bedrooms
apts . near downtown
153 4109. 762
Murray
6650 or 436 71144
One bedrOom furnished
apt 121 North next to
No
the Fairgrounds
pets 753 3139
One bedr0Orn furnished,
utilities not included
Call 753 3530
Small 2 bedroom, fur
nished, near Hospital
1145 733 3949
Two bedroom duplex on
road,
private _country
de
water". furnished
POW. Call 753 145411

34. Houses for Rent

Furnished one bedroom
Pine Sluff
near-lake
Shores $175 Month
153 6532 or
Deposit
I33 1911o' 753 2649
Furnished house on Ky
Lake. deep water front,
Coleman
super nice
Real Estate 753 9591
NOORIS TAX SERVICE
Spacious Country
gee erfelwilel 10- -Home:
3 BR. 3 Bath:Den
lousieess,
with fireplace, living
ether
end
farm
room, dining room, Rec
room and Study, double
returns. 1104 Pep*,
per
$350
carport
Merril. 750-1425
month 133 3509.
,
11"IPP0.1.1.1
Three bedroom, I bath,
located 4 miles out on 94
Available im
West
12x70, 3 bedroom, l'
mediately No pets $725
bath. 15.000 Cali 192
per morals. $IN deposit.
'In.
6:00p.m
21x41 Three beclrodm, 2 753-1406 Defeo*
bath, 1500 and fake over 415-1119 after 6.00 p.m.
ttaYfFillm with approved Three bed rOcom hOUSIP.
Call 791-Tiii) 501 S 6fh.Washer dryer
credit
days, ask for Bert connection, basement
and upstairs $115 per
Jones After 5, 753 5176
Mrs Rena
month
Solomon Rte I. Gilbert
A I 2 or 3 BR, newly swine Ky 12044 or Call
furnished, natural gas 1 362 11063 after 5 PM
or electric heat. Shady _Three bedroom brick.
Oaks 753 5209
2 bedroom fur
City
Nice 2 bedroom trailer flushed and unfurnished
in County. Coleman
near Murray No pets
Real Estate. 733 MP.
409 2611

B.Business Services

m

Pets-Supplies
AKC Saint Bernard
puppies 507 367 1061
AKC registered
°Overman puppies
$175
priced ?o"sell
Picking ChOtce 739 4111
Or 753 163/

•

1977 Olds Cutlass good
condition. AM FM
track stereo tape clerk
739
Celt Mir S pm
4569

47. Motorcycles

rTi
4rre
/1
. Rasalty
-,•-• •

1975 Chevrolet pick tiP
truck 159 1631
1977 Dodge 4 wheel
Good
pickup
drive
$3100
Call
condition
ote,
hie°
492 1313 or 159
Spin Or after 12 noon
Sat Si Sun

52. Boats Motors
10 Ft Boston Whaler sad
boat and trailer 1500 17
ft -fiberglass cabin
(rUiliOr and traoey wiry,
Will
75 HP motor
consider trade 436 2506

for veer coovookroco.
Full floes solos
mimeeg
ossotiotor
ph000s.

fan IkCalty
Bose Loge
Ina Ware

153-7211
733 77711

MON

ti's.-,
Aiof

/S3-2471

GENT RAL HOME
IS years e.
REPAIR
Carpentry
per.ence

A

Paperhanging

Inter or

root,ng
sliOng
JOB TO SMALL
Days
estimates
4973 nights 474 2214
is

your

r

Warehouse Cleaning
Get Selected
Sale
motorcycles and.)
Starting at
wheelers
150 5250. no warranty.
Now at Town & Country
Yamaha 153807e

49. Used Cars
Malibu Chevrolet.
blue, 7 Or . nice condi
tion and new parts. 350
automatic. S600. Call
753 1440 after Sp mComet.
1975 Mercury
0000 condition 436-114
after 7p m
For Sale Or Trade 1976
Camaro With t top
354 6447
1976 Pontiac. 4 dr..
:lean and good, cruise
One owner
control
$950. Extra clean 1973
Chevrolet Pickup, good
Cars. 350 V I automatic
436 7417
1971 Buick Electra 725.
vinyl top. all power, air
75) 4914
1977 Mustang II 43,000
Miles. red, excellent
condition 759 4664 after

11 Serv ices Offered
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CROSSFIRE
TV/FM Antennas
from

Channel Master

'n1o•r •

Free E
Jett 753 lols

Model

3610

All Channel Master Antennos. Towers,
Rotorys, Amplifiers, Reduced

A BIG 30%
Check Our Prices Before You Buy
Expert Installation With 23 Yes hp

MURRAY APPLIANCE
AND TV

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162-4192
435-4348

Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
217 EAST 44•114 STOUT
Howard Coy & John Simmons Ousirrs 153

Appliance repao. aors
.n
Ali brands Spec ,a
appen call. 753_5311 or
Earl Lovett
181 6956
Appliance %fir. e
dryers
Washer
refrigerator
freezer
trik heat, snit
All branoS
microwave
•
Serviced /S9 1322
BAILE-Y s CARPI ?
hi
A
I
L
C
tr./.
ING

ines

1913

Bob s Home improve
ment 17 years buod,no
-4.-.131.0-0er"Pee,---e-e•rweffe4.---on, rete
,no additions
gerierat
repairs
Work
home ma.ntenan, e ( 10'
15) 1501
CARPET CLEANING
753-11 73
Free•Esf , mates
Satisfied referee. tt.s
or.
upholste,
Need
Vibra Steam Cleaning
clone? Bill's upholstery .Uphalster
Cleaning
reVie
serVe
wilt
happyclean,ng
Carpet
Lee's
you VVe do c Worn car. rS.3 4427
-van and truck inferiorS
•
ESTimAtEs on
sunroofs, van winclOwl, FREE_
al piumoino
trii
eier
all
vinyl and c on v ertible
painting And well porno
1001 Tractor seats and
Call
L ensed
tarots, all sizes anti needsor 15396,13
Also furniture 753 0092
shapes
toy( e Noel's Ti, Ser
f rest es
upholittry
PrirA Start at
v,ce
timates. slop .by 104 S
1140 for snort forms No
13th St or call 753 0315
oraitino - copies "lade
Need work on your
on the spot and ready tO
trees? Topping, prun
matt -410 7440- - - •
ing shaping. Complete
removal and more Call
BOVER S' TREE
SERVICE for Pro
tessionet tree Care
75311331 _

ROOF
, PROBLEMS?

1516

Valentine

1971 Chevy motor home
self contained ival air fighters e•perien '
1912 L ink oln. iiCertsed and inscpr-1
55.500
tree es
radial fires. tioud run lOw rates
Si 7 0 0 'mates Randy and Pal
fling car
Owners an LI
Bit'er
436 2506
Phone 139
operators

Services Offered

1973

12th at
TELEPHONE 753-1061
iiippad11•011 sok

P•inting

1975 125 MX Yamaha
excellent condition 753
0114
Vinyl
-9W- fr5- 11500-Sumer •
Alessi/um
sod
fully dressed with shaft
Men fee ell Weser it
drive Less than 10.000
After
Miles. like new
t
stet* Mi*
3 00 p m 153 7701
Jed Glover

ON* Caen to Goo
thews hew fewywkor•
bleb* Santa Si* 1951
1913 Wires* lied
Ibereve. Isewsky 42111
(Sell 733.1114
Mein,
1011.1111101011
Ike*"
Uts.Nd& 11•44•4
Airiiwiwoxxixixoninerierwolowk.
neALTonS

53 Services Offered

N.Used Trucks

43. Real Estate

753-4451

13 Servtces Offered

Exterior
Corrortrierir•I
Residentiat 20 years
free es
referenceS
', mates
Trenton
7971 plant's( Siat,on Ferri's. 139 1917
Nfa9On 753 5499
Fife tI4000 Tree trim
1979 Ford Granada 2 m•ng and remotGng
Pb
shrubs
and
ps
ri•dges
Or
Coupe
37 000 miles clean Call Free es' mates
733 5476
753 1171
topping or
Tree work
19111 Chevrolet impala
complete removal the
P
1 Cylinder.
tilt *heel
estimate is tree and the
automatic
cruise COnfrOt, ebitfitent ctr•ce
_ is right 41/ 4233
tires 14,993 739 94151
WET BASEMENT' We
make wet basements
dry
Work corripteteiy
Cali or
guaranteed
1966 Chevy P ix up
write Morgan ...Con
LWB very 90011 coindi
tion topper Call after StrUctiOn Co Rte 1 Bo'
109 A
K.
Pactuc
500pm 753270$
47001 or cali 1 442 7026
1971 Chevrolet I *hest
drive almost new set of
12 hundred mudders
votive spoke ritsee ,s
runs good $i ISO 753
3612 or 753 6776

including
79•7 dres
drapes. range and dis

Dachshund puppy. full riwasher Large outside
florin' Owner moving
blOOded Call 753 9567
LabradOr Retrievers. must sell Priced in the
KOPPe RU-0
AKC. clot* -our sale no 550'S
reasonable offer will be REALTY 753 1212
reused Call 751 4104'
nice 3 bedroom
Very
home on 2'7 acre mini
farm Beautiful wooded
front and railed porch
Central heat and air
Porde* & Thorson
Lets Of extras Make an
losorooco
appointment to see if
NW loots
Cali
S15,50_0
today
Spann Realty Assoc
Soorisido Coors sq.
752 7721
Norm, liontocky

27. Mobile Home Sales

• 21. Mobile Home Rentals

Prom me road or from
within, you'll be im
Dressed Split rail hem
ing frames the be
autifuny landscaped 1'
acre lot and stately
relent brick hem. • Wilk
ih
marble
cloSels
top qualify
oaths
workmanship and
materials are Sure to
please the mo11 Cies
Priced
cerning buyer
at $SD 000 Call KOP
RE R UD REALTY 733
1211
LOcated On old Highway
441 is th,s neat, two
bet:freer?) home on one
acre or land insulated
to T v A
standards
chain link fence in
back. 74*•74' shop with
water and electricity
stable
An exceptional
buy at $29 007 ROberfli
Realty Co 733 lilt
Now is the time to move
into this immaculate
three bedroom. 1' i bath
brick home situated on,
With fruit
1'4 acres
trees, large garden
area, well landscaped
Many Qualify
lawn

Sl. SonIces Offered

on Valentine's Day
in this newspaper
Think hi iv,

he

when 'she
message tiorn 5 ,

hr.)
,

stir ,(.11 someiine
is the ;veis

ri 1. Jim'

s Dos

mennoc,,,
message
phone it to the Cluss.fied Advertising
Deportment The c (.00 5 I,

Build 0

moil or

Volen
Your messuye will uppeur in the %pi'
.1tof Love Lirriis-feofVre in the Clossifted sec
hors of ttris nevi s;icicter Cin- Fehtufur 12

Send the coupon below or dial 7531916

Need a soceed *plSr
Bei14-op
aice?
Eitel
losideetiel.
references. Cell Negh
Owtieed,

750•1711 ec

7531074.

44. Lots for Sale

ATARI

5LOOCON30LE 4CARTS
ZOO CARTS
utiriottussc.
Sveettru
MOMS•TAPES•STEREO

60 m
/ Cutlass Supreme,
197
Two acres. located on
7-51 070
$4,000, firm
Martin Chapel Road
after SO rn
Call 759 1710
1971 Cutlass Supreme.
silver blue. excellent
condition, low mileage
Excellent property for 436 2617
newly weds or retired. 2 1971 Malibu Clossic. 2
bedroom home on nice Or . 105 V S. power
quite residential street
steering and brakes, air
Must see 10 appreciate condition, AM/FM 1
at this low price
track stereo, 1 owner.
$25,300
Call Spann slow mileage, excellent
Realty Assoc 753 /724
Cali
condition. 13.300
759 4.535

- MOVING SALE Repletion Pool Table
whit all OCCOSSOTIOS

A. Homes for Sale

Make Offer Must
Sell Bey Seterdayl

Coll 753-8200
Dave I haven 1
spent one day not

AUCTION SALE

loving you only'
I rn yours forever'
°ye. Arnie
REAL ESTATE
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY ft 1963
10:00 A.M - REGARDLESS Of WEATHER
MR. AND MRS. CHARLES R. PRIEST, JR - OWNERS
OBION. TENNESSEE
FARM MACHINERY A140

There wil be. a Peoples Bank repassed Auction sale
Saturday.February Llth at 10 a.m.from Murray.Ky.take
highway GO south to Hazel. Ky. turn west on state line
road at auctidb sign,go S4 mile.
Will sell 1-1971 International Harvester loadstar 11100 truck with
5 speed - 2 speed axle. New loader bed with hydralic hoist controlled 1-1973 International Harvester loadstar, 14100 truck with liquid fertilizer tank, 1969 Ford S-700 truck in good condition, 1967
Chevrolet C-10 one ton dual wheels with 3 tan feed bin and auger
system. 1-Jay 126 C.F.M. air compressor, one lot of send blasting
equipment, 1960 Ford 1 v. ton truck with Deuey industrial air
3compressor. 12-1000 gallon anhydrous nursing tanks
anhydrous applicators,24row pull type sprayers. 3ahnnimun
tasks,one mounted on 4 wheel wagon. 1-12- grain auger.approzbnately 34' long. 1-73 M.P.G. But with trailer no motor. 30'
Rawhide goose neck stock trailer. 1966 Case 400 diesel tractor.
plow & disc.,10 Fergerson tractor.2rubber tired wagons.0 Basil
hog. 0' grader blade. 3-point boom spray. 19511 International
truck. 1972 Jeep model 1305, 1964 Jeep,10' John Deere wheel disc.
John Deere corn picker, 1-row cultivator. 1901 Ford Van, 1-1974
.1-1971 Chew.S/N 1D271151433663. There
Cadillac.S/N 5L4
may be more items added by sale day.

The sale will be held rain or Abe. Not responsible for
aoridesta. Terms: Cub or good dwelt. Any and all floradel arrassement mart be made Wore ails day. There
will be a representative ot the section firm the grand Friday afterseon before the day of the deb for yesI._:t
also will have a loader treater estie greyed
thee
ale

Bak cinductad by Dan Miller Auction arvica
Vernsoce Informatics & your auction Ands call
4264144 Lynn Groin,Irby. -

.9
Don Miller - Auctioneer
u.....a lesisd

Ky.sam.Ini
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Livestock market

OBITUARIES
Noel Curd,96,dies at hospital Francis Smith Hermon E.Perkins,69,dies
Noel Curd. 96, died
Survivors include three
Herman E. Perkin',It son of the late S.M.
Wednesday at 12 10 p m nieces. Mrs Hugh dies;funeral
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., Perkins and Martha Reed
at the Veterans Ad- Marie 1 Miller and Mrs
died Wednesday after- Perkins. A twin sister and
ministration Hospital, Kenneth i Lula Grax# rites planned
noon at Henry County one brother preceded him
Marion,
He had been a
patient at the NHE Nursing Home. Paducah.
Mr
Curd was a
member of the Seventh
and Poplar Church of
Christ, Murray. and was
a former bookkeeper for
McKeel Wholesale He
had attended Potter Bible
School
Born Nov 16. 1886, in
Calloway. County, he was
the son of the late Lucius
Deshay Curd and Eldora
Thompson Curd

(;rogan, Murray, atill
Mrs. Charles Gillen. Columbia. ?Ad., two
nephews. Charles Canon.
Reidland, and Houston
Curd. Phoenix. Md a
sister-in-law, 'Mrs
Houston G
Curd.
Westminster, Md
Two brothers and two
sisters preceded him in
• •
death
The funeral will be Fnday at 11 am in the
chapel of J H Churchill
Funeral Home Burial
will follow in the Green
Plain Cemetery
Friends may 'call at the
funeral home after 5 p m.
today t Thursday

Mrs. Hillard's
to be Friday
in chapel
Mrs. Falwell's
Final . rites for Mrs. rites Friday
Bertha pal Hillard will
be Fnday at 1 p in in the
The funeral for Mrs
chapel of Max Churchill Ima Falwell will be FnFuneral Horne The Rev day at 11 a in in the
All Mi I.eod, Jr ,and the chapel of Max Churchill
Rev Bill) Henson will ofFuneral Home, The Rev.
Mr,
.
ficiate
Oneida
Gerald Owen will ofWhite will provide the
ficiate. Music will be by
muso
the Sugar Creek Singers
Serving as pallbearers
Pallbearers will be
1A•ster

Green,

Jean

be

will

Dorielsrai,

I A•stel

Carlos

Elkins,

Elkins,

in

r:iirdens

4 to 7 p.m

Thurs-

toda,y

at the funeral horny

died

W

Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral bottle after 3 p.m._
today iThursday

Monday

at

Mrs

Park

Hurt

Vievi Hospital. Nashville

husband,

Walter

Barber.

brotta•rs,

James

Turnbow

A

Falwell,

arid

several

was

Survivors include

}Scribe
an

a

sisters, Mrs

two

In death.
Survivors include his
wife. Mrs. Janette
he
Perkins, to whom he was
SALT LAKE CITY
married on Sept. S. 1933;
AP
)- The family of arone son. Keith Perkins,
RI 1, Puryear, Tenn., tificial heart recipient
five grandchildren; two Barney Clark has sold the
rights to their story to the
great-grandchildren.
German
magazine Der
The funeral will be FnStern,
a hospital
day at 2 p.m. in the
LeDon Chapel of spokesman says.
The newsmagazine
Ridgeway Morticians,
planned to fly a reporter
Pans,Term.
Pallbearers will be Jim and photographer ,here
Shobe, James Shobe, from Germany today
Waymon Perkins.
Eugene Perkins, Ray
Perkins and Tom Brtp.gs.
Entombment will
follow
in the Rose Lawn
Mrs. Vearline Wailers,
76. Eddyville, died Mausoleum there.
Friends may call at the
Wednesday at her home.
funeral
home.
She was the widow of Mitchell Walters
Korn in Lyon County,
she was the daughter of
late Andrew G
the
Teague and Emma Lee
Doom Teague. Two
brothers, Henry and bee
Teague, preceded her in
death.
Mrs Walters 131 survived by one daughter. Mrs.
Bar-B-Q Plate $
AR. (Louise) Waters,
WM Med. Drink
E:ddyville; one sister,
Thursday
Mrs.
John
Violenei
The body will be taken
by airplane to the Kistler, Waters, Kuttawa; one
Friday Aftw. Aid Al
Funeral Home, Hudson. brother, Woodrow L.
Teague,
Rt.
1,
Kirlisey.
Al
Day Smudgy Spacial
Ind., where friends May
The funeral will be Fricall from 5 to ¶1 p in
25 Brooded Shrimp
day at 3:30 p.m. in the
Saturday
$375
Froach Fries
chapel of Dunn's Mortuary. ,Eddyville. Burial
/ifesitpoppios & Slow
will follow in Glen's
Chapel(7einetery there.
. •
Id•ri•• •
Convenient Drive-Up Window
(11
I ee y,.1 :IC
Friends may call at the
0 mi. i, I'a•twee kte• 14e, Wm% el
Nos 7 DIM A WW1
funeral home after 4 p.m.
Ikeler4 ; 110.4•hay ws MAkt.e.•
ear. ewle Art 041j( CA Ms,,..01 4 r..
today 1Thursday
'I %err, Ws" And,4 'AO ...err
::6
kts
11114 61111 Ir• St
Polish composer
Frederic Chopin died in
, LWOW SI dorm
1849

Francis G Smith, 86.
509 Beale St.. died
Wednesday at 4:35 p.m
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital His
wife, Enid, died July 4,
1978
The deceased was a
retired employee of International Harvester and
moved here from Indiana
in 1980 Born Dec IS.
1896, in Ohio, he was the
son of the late Calvini
Smith and Mae Shannon
Smith
Survivors are one
daughter, Mrs Harold
(Mary Fones, 509 Reale
St ; one son, Vearl Smith,
Lakeside, Ohio, five
grandchildren, seven
great-grandchildren
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 pm in the
chapel of Kistler Funeral
Home, Hud.son, Ind. The
Rev Vern Noll will of-.
•finate
Burial will follow in the
Circle Cemetery at Hudson
Friends may call at the
Filalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Murray,
from 6 to 9 p m tonight

General Hos-Pital, Paris,
Tenn.
Mr. Perkins. a former
employee of the former
Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co. Inc.. was a
retired security guard for
Emerson Electric Co.,
Pans,Term.
He was a member of
Bethlehem Church of
Christ. Born July It, 1813.
in Arkansas, he was the

_
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• Ky. Lake
Country Buffet
Worthily Night 5:00-9:00 p.m.
Southern

Fried

Style

Country Hum

Chicken

'

-0-

•

SAVE
2e%-30%
EVEN 40%)
THESE
ON
TWO
GREAT NAMES
IN BEDDING
ALL SIM
ALL
QUALMS

it

Ky

Spicy Barbecue Spore

Loke Catfish Oven Browned
Potatoes, Southern Style Fried Ap
Ribs, Ky

Seasoned Bloc keyed Peas
plies
Steamed Corn On The Cob. Turnip
Greens, Asst Ky Mode Cheese. Large
Solcx1 Bur ond Beverage

Special
Valentine's
Price
Doo't Forgot Ow
Fridrf Neekt
Sighed "OW
5-1 p.m.
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SEALY POSTUREPEDIC &
JAMISON ALL ON SALE

Stock market

Amen, .111

Valentine's Day Special
Balloon Bouquets

A BEDDING SALE YOU
CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS

Hays, Paducah. several
nephews

WOODMEN BID(,., MURRAY 75) 1476
STOCKS MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS

Ashland

Illoseries Atereeriss Alp

Marvin Col!

MORRIS BILBREY
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Mrs. Walters
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of local man
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and
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she

Baptist Church

Floyd

nieces

Wednes-

member of Sugar Creek

two

Turnhow .

Or , died

at her
home The widow of Mike

Hillard, one sister: Mrs
Hershel

Falwell, 86, 843

day at 12 30 a in

She is survived by. her

Leslie

Joe

Burial will follow in the

Hillard. IA, lit 6.

Mrs

Lowell

and

Ivy

Friends mn.is Call from

da

Falwell.

Walker,

Memorial

Murray

John

Walker

Burial will follow
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John Alhbum and Ralph
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